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I. INTRODUCTION 
Liquid-liquid extraction hae played a major· role in 
the procea·sing of nuclear fuels. The Department of Chem-
ical Engineering of the Missouri School or Mines and 
Metallurgy realizing this, petitioned the Atomic Energy 
Commission for funds · to design and construct an instruc-
tional facility representing the chemical processing of 
nuclear fuels. With this unit and 1ts solvent recovery 
equipment, in wh1oh stress 1e placed on extraction and 
distillation, not only are the pr1no1plea or nuclear fuels 
processing demonstrated 0 but the more basic concepts of. 
mas~ and energy transfer are also illustrated. Extraction 
depends upon solubility differences to achieve a transfer 
of a solute between two liquids which are totally or par-
tially 1mm1so1b1e in each other. Distillation depends 
upon the difference in vapor pressure of two or more 
liquids for ·separation. 
Two types or·extract1on columns were speo1r1ed for 
this unit. First was the rota~ing disc contactor, a 
oolumn gaining wide acceptance in the petroieum industry. 
The other was the pulsed, sieve-plate, extraction oolumn 
.which is used extensively in the pro_cessing of uranium 
ores. Complete instrumentation was specified so that 
- 2 -
students could become familiar with their use, have con-
trol of the entire unit, as well as have a complete and 
continuous record of the major variables. The columns 
themselves ~re constructed of glass for visual inspection. 
The purpose of this investigation was to redesign and 
construct·th~ rotating disc contactor which together with 
the pulse extraction column make up the extraction unit. 
This unit is an instructional facility representing the 
chemical -processing of nuclear fuels. Basic calibrations 
were made on the unit and detailed operating procedures 
prepared for both columns. 
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
A p11ot.-plant unit was b~ilt in the Unit Operatibns. 
La~oratory of the Department of Chemical Engineering, Mis-
souri School of Mines and Metallurgy, to illustrate the. 
principles and applications of liquid-liquid extraction 
and of fractional dist111at1on. Not only does it fulfill 
an. inte~ral part of the undergraduate training or a chemi-
cal engineering student but through this unit the basic 
theories ta~ght in the lecture courses are put into actual 
operation. Speo1fically, the student re~eives a visual 
demonstration of these concepts ~nd· is afforded an oppor-
tunity to understand the importance of them. In addition, 
a un1t·auch as this demonstrates the principles of fluid 
flow, heat transfer, mass and energy balances, and empha-
sizes the ever-widening field of instrumentation and 
automation. 
Liquid-liquid extraction and fractional distillation 
are two unit operations around which is formed the chemical 
processing of nucl°ear ·fuels. In :t,his vital industry, extrac-
tion is of prime importance. D1at1llation is used in the 
solvent recovery systems. 
Liquid-Liquid Extraction 
As a . means of ·separating components of liquid mixtures, 
the unit operation liquid-liquid extraction has become of 
- 4 -
major importanceo While this technique was used in the lab-
oratory for many yearsi, it waa not until the sudden interest 
in uramium and nuclear energy during World War II that ex-
. traction was recognized as the powerful separation tool that 
it is. 
Developmento It is interesting to note that two patents 
for liquid-liquid extraction equipment were issued between 
1910 and 1920, four beteeen 1920 and 1930, and fifty between 
1930 and 1940, an indication that liquid-liquid extraction 
induetriilly may be considered less than 30 years old(8)o 
Thus prior t~ 1940, little formal instruction was possible 
in extraction. But since that fatef'ul day in December, 
1940 0 when the first chain reaction was set off by Enrico 
Fermi and his aasooiat~s, liquid extraoti&n has grown in 
1mpo~tance until today it is perhaps second only to distil-
lation as a means of separation of liquid mixtures. 
Of course not all of the advancement in extraction can 
be traced to the development or atomic energyo Uses in the 
petroleum and petrochemical industries have more than tripled 
in ·the past fifteen years< 22 , 43, 47• 66 , 74 , 97)0 Solvent 
extraction has proved to ~ea useful method in separating 
metals such as the rare earths from their ores(l7, 21, 44, 
54p 61, 62, 80, 106, 119, 135) 
0 
Theoryo Elgin(29) was one of the few people who realized 
the capab111t.1ea or liquid extraction· in the early 1930's 
and he laid much of the initial groundworko His annual 
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reviews in Industrial~ En5ineerin5 Chem1stryC 27, 28) have 
been continued_ by Treyba1(i22, 123, l24D 125, 126, 127, ·12?, 
129, 130) and have proven invaluable 1n keeping abreast of 
new develop~ants. Treybal 1e also the author of the :fi~st 
textbook devoted ent1reiy t; the subJeot<l~l1, Others< 4 , 
12, 14, 1:l-5, 69, 84, 1.12, 131) have also added to this .know-
ledge.· H. R. c. Pratt and his as~oc1atesC64) at the University 
of Birmingham. England, have conducted a survey of extractor 
de.sign and have sum~arized -1n a most thorough fashion the 
methods of estimating 11m1ting flow rates and·column heights 
for many· types of units. The emphasis of this comprehensive 
British work, eome of 1t yet unpublished~ is on the appli-
cations of thaee unitsC64, 86, 87) •. 
Equipment. Before Wmrld War II the only equipmen.t that 
was used for extraction was gravity-type columns such as 
packed towers, sieve-tray colµmns, and spray towers(33, 73, 
121) 
• These towers were generally handicapped by poor mass 
transfer and consequently by a very large height equivalent 
to a theoret1oal.stage {H.E.T.s.). Their use was limited 
to systems in which only a few stages were required. Since 
1945 approximately two hundred new types of extractors were 
reported in the literature. Meohan1oa.1 motion was employed 
in almost all or these new designs to improve the mass trans-
fer and the degree of mixing(23, 73, 121, 125, 128~ ~29, 130) • 
. Some of the more important of these were reported by Fard ( 33) • 
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Rotating Diso Contactor 
Rotary .columns have been.of pa~t1cular in~erest :to 
the drug industry where amall units were used ·quite ex-
t~naively •· S~he1bel (73, ll3, 114) developed a column 
conaist~ng of flat-bladed turbines separated by a ooa-
leces1ng area filled with wire mesh. The rotating annular 
column of· Maycock{33, 73) forces the liquid phases between 
the wall of the column and a spinning cylinder for the 
shear1ng·a~~1on necessary to give dispersion of the phases. 
During the second world war, Rushton and Oldahue(7B) 
developed~ column cal1ed the mu~tistage mixer. Thie col-
umn was divided _into compartments and flat-bl~ed impellers 
on a center shaft rotated in the center of each of these 
compartments. Thia oo_lumn was the first to eliminate an 
_interstage _settling zone. It demonstrated that .the rate 
of mixing could be controlled not only by controlling the 
flow rates, but also by controlling the rotor speed. 
A similar column which seems to have made a big impact 
on the process 1ndustr1es, and e~pecially the petroleum 
industry, :f:s~ the rotating diao. oontaotor, a Dutch invent~on 
or the Shell 011 .CompanyC6, 7° 83, 94). This apparatus 
has proved to be high~y efficient (80 to 99 per .cent), 
simple and cheap to operate, and easy to maintain. It 
has a higher volumetric throughput than packed towers of 
7 -
the same diameter, is of straig1htforward design, has a 
solvent holdup less than 3o" per cent and for equivalent 
capacities is cheaper to build than other existing ~quipment 
of comparable ef~1c1ency. An outstanding advantage of the 
rotating die~ contactor is that the loss in efficiency in 
scaling-up . from a pilot plant model to a full production 
·unit is.usually less than 10 to 15 per cent. Moreover, 
since the contactor retains its high efficiency over .a wide 
range of ~apacity, flexibil~ty of operation is assured. 
Desipn. The contactor (see Figure 1) consists.of 
. . 
compartments formed by a series of stator rings, with a disc 
centered in each compartment and supported on a center· shaft. 
The r~ed and solvent usually enter at opposite ends of .the 
column and pass through the column counterourrent to each 
other while the center shaft is rotated. 
Column Geometry. Reman< 6 , 94 ) found that column geo-
metry afrected the efficiency and capacity of the rotating 
disc contactor. Optimum column measurements are as follows: 
(1) the diameter· or the rotors should be less than the 
diameter of the opening in the stator rings; (2) the 
c.ptimum resu~ts are oqtained when the ratio of the internal 
diameter of the column to the diameter of the rotors is 
between one~and-one-half and three; (3) the ratio of the 
internal diameter of the column to the axial spacing between 
the stators is between two and eight. Summarizing the three 
.. 
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Figure 1 -. The Rotating Disc Contactor 
For Petrochemical Makers -- Three New Separation 
Methods: ••• Number 2 -- The Rotating Disc 
Contactor, Petroleum Processing, !Q., No. 2, 








B (3) q 
v1hore: D = diameter of column, ft. 
d r = diameter of rotor discs, ft. 
ds = diameter of · openin5 in stators, ft. 
a = height oi' compartment, ft. 
Flow Pattern. The flow pattern of the 11qulc1 in the 
column compartments is such that the countercurrent flow 
of the dispersed and continuous phases occurs. Usually 
the solute-rich phase is dispersed in the other. The flow 
consists of a rotation of the whole liquid mass on which 
there ls superlm~osed a slower movement of the liquid from 
the shaft towards the wall of the contactor in the vicintty 
of the rotor discs and from the wall of' the contactor back 
towards the shaft in the vicinity of the stator rings. 
Thus the resulting flow of the liquid is toroidal. In each 
compartment two vortices of opposite senses geared together 
.occur ·and form a complete vortex. This is illustrated in 
F'lgure 2. 
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Figure 2. Flow Patterns in a 
Rotating Disc Contactor 
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By varying the speed of the-rotor, the size of the 
droplets formed is controlled and mai~tained in each com-
partment. F'lat rotor discs and flat stator rings -without 
any protrusionn create uniform shearing action and aid in 
obtaining a. small sp:i:•ead in droplet size, the limit of which 
depend on· the liquids involved. It has been found that 
protrusions in general will cause high local shearing 
stresses and thus increase the possibility of forming an 
emulsion. 1·1hich x•educes the. capacity o:f the unit. 
Authorities on Hlxinp;. A rather complete knowledge 
. of' t,he theo1--ay oi' mixing is necesGary to adequately des-
cribe the action of' the r·otor discs and stators on liquids. 
J. H. Rushton(lOO, l06, l07, lOB, llO) is perhaps the most 
noted authority in this subject, while Lyons(67, 68) ~nd 
othersC-42 , 48 , BO) have also done extensive i.·rork in this 
field. 
Experimental Work. The rotating disc contactor has 
been tested thoroughly on several liquid systems and under 
a variety of coridi tions. However, much of the eax•ly data 
presented in the literature is a repetition of Reman'a 
orie;inal 1·mJJ·k ( 6, -30, . 4.3, 66, 94, 95, 97, 118) 
Efficiency-Studies. Vermijs and Kramers(l33) 
have studies _the effect of variations 'in rotor 
opeed, total throughput,, and sol vent-to-:feed 
ratio on the extraction erficiency of a 4.1-
centimeter diameter column using the system, 
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water-acetic acid-methyl isobutyl ketone (MiBK). 
Measurements of the dispersed phase hold-up under 
different operating conditions were reported.· No 
attemp~s were made in ~his particular work to 
study the effects of variations in the internal 
geometry of the extractor. They obtained two 
sets o~ data. The first was.at a constant phase 
ratio of unity as the total throughput varled 
between 12 and 60 liters per hour. The seoond 
set of data was at a conatant total throughput 
of 30 liters per hour as the phase ratio was 
varied between 4 to 1 and 1 to 4. Phase ratio 
is defined as the ratio of the dispersed phase 
to the continuous phase. The efficiency was 
determined in terms of the product of the over-
all maas-trana:fer coeffi_c1ent and the total area 
of inter~acial contact. Since for the water-
acetic acid-MIBK system the operating lines are 
straight, the above product could be calculated 





and: ¢0 = quantity of continuous phase, 1/hr. 
¢D = quantity of dispersed phase, 1/hr. 
A 
acid content of MIBK phase leaving 
the extractor, kg/hr. 
acid content of MIBK phase entering 
the extractor, kg/hr. 
acid content of MIBK 1n equilibrium 
with that leaving extractor, kg/hr. 
= acid content of vrater phct_se l:aavin3 
the extractor, kg/hr. 
= acid content of water phase entering 
the extractor, kg/hr. 
= 
acid content of water phase in equi-
librium with that leaving extractor, 
kg/hr. 
over-all mass-transfer coefficient 
with respect to dispersed phase, 
1/hr-sq m. 
area of interfacial contact, sq m. 
The results,. compared 1n Table I, show that Kn:A, 
is approxlmately·proportional to the total through-
put lf the solvent-feed ratio is kept constant 
and passes ~hrough a maximum when the ratio is 
varied. An increase in rotor speed improves the 
efficiency but because it also causes partial 
emulsification the throughput is lessened. 
Vermijs and Kramers(l33) have also tabulated 
data from several columns and compared the Ef-
fectiveness Index of these columns with that of 
the rotating disc contactor ror the water-acetic 
a.cid-MIBK system.· Effectiveness Index is defined 
- 14 -
'!'ABLE I 
Extraction Efficiencies and F1ractional Volume of Dispersed Phasea 
Test Rotor Water Both Phase Xb x · 
·w!€er 
:;b . 
. K£A6 HETS Speed Phase Phases Ratio MIBK l\'-1~ .. - x 102 1·1 .t.\ - x O 
1/hr 1/hr kg/m3 ~ ·kg/m3· % rn3/sec rpm kg/m..., m 
2 350 10.0 20.0 1.0 32.5 12.7 21.2 4.9 1.8 0.55 
3 350 15.0 30.0 1.0 32.5 13.6 20.5 .7 .1 2.6 0.61 
24 350 20.0 30.0 2.0 38.6 7 4R • •J 15.7 P.,. f 2.9 0.46 
7 600 10.0 20.0 1.0 36.2 11.5 25.6 4 • .5 2.3 o.43 
8 600 15.0 30.0 1.0 36.2 11.9 . 25.3 6.2 .3.3 o.45 
27 600 10.0 30.0 0.5 26.3 14.9 22.8 4.8 2.3 0.60 
28 600 .20.0 30.0 2.0 26.3 5.67 11.1 7.8 2.8 o.48 
14 1,200 10.0 20.0 1.0 34.l 9.10 27.3 4.4 2.8 0.36 
15 1,200 15~0 30.0 1.0 35.2 8.05 27.9 8.6 4.7 0.33 
3·2 1,200 10.0 30.0 0.5 27.9 12.4 30.9 5~5 · 3.7 0.36 
33 · 1,200 20.0 30.0 2.0 35.2 3.06 16.8 10.4 4.7 0.31 
19 ·1,800 10.0 20.0 1.0 26.8 4.02 23.8 7 .4 . 4.2 0.23 
22 1,800 15.0 30.0 1.0 39.1 3.65 35.1 16.7 8.2 0.19 
39 1,800 10.0 30.0 0.5 29.6 8.86 41.1 11.l 7.1 0.19 
41 1,800. 20.0 30.0 2.0 29.3 1.00 14.7 19.2 6.4 0.21 
a All data taken on a 4.1 cm I. D. rotating disc coritactor. 
!, Fractional volume expressed as a per cent. 
VermiJs, H.J. A. and H. Kramers: Liquid-liquid Extraction in a "Rotating Disc 
Contactor 11 , Chem. Eng. Sci., 2., No. 2, 55-64, ( 1954) • · 
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aa the ratio of total th~oughput per volume of 
one theoretical stage. This is shown in Table II • 
. Floodin5 ~ates. Logsda11, Thornton, and. 
Pratt< 64) determined and correlated the flood-
ingrates on a rotating d1so column 1n te»ms of 
th~ column. variables and physical properties of 
the systems. They also obtained mass transfer 
data for two typical organic systems under the 
sam, column oond1 tion.s. _A single, three-inch, 
glass column was used throughout the investiga-
tion with a range of baffle -sizes and compart-
ment heights. 
Provided the mean droplet size ia independ-
ent of the phase. flow rates and the dispersed 
phase hold-up, as is normally the case with 
mechanical and spray columns in the absence 
of a solute, the authors ( 64) have shown that tlie 
phase flow rates and hold-up can be related by 
·the equatiJon 
-- + ;:. ~ (, - z) - (6) 
I- l: 
where: VD = superficial velocity of dispersed 
phase, cu ft/hr-sq ft. 
Ve - · superficial velocity or continuous phase, ou· ft/hr-sq ft. 
z 
-























(3), Test I·25 (3), Test I-44 
(2), Test VII-75 
(2), Test VII-85 
(2), Test VII-96 
(1), Test 12--19 
(l), Test 12--20 (5), Test 6--12 
(5), . Test 6--4 {6), Figure 8 
(6), Fi~ure 8 
Authors work 
Authors' work 
Authors' Test 29-22 







































































































a The liquid system was water-acetic acid-methyl 1.sobutyl ketone ·in all cases. 
I Effectiveness Index. Total throughput/volume of one theoretical stage. 
(le) 4 ( ) · Scheibel, E. G.: Chem. Eng. Progr., _i, 681, 771, 1948 • · . 
(2) , and A. E. Karr: Ind. Eng. Chem., !e,, l02S (1950}. (3) Ney, w. o. Jr. and H. L. Lochte: Ind. Eng. Chem., 22., 825, (1941). 
( 5} Oldshue, J. Y. and J. H. Rushton: . Chem. Eng. Progr., 48, 297, (1952·). 
( 6) Reman, G. H.: Proceedings of. Thi-rd World Petroleum ~orie7~0 ss, The H.ague, 
Section III, 121, (1951). · · 
Vermljs, H.J. A. and H. Kramers: Liquid-Liquid Extraction in a "Rotating Disc 
Contactor", Chem. Eng. Sci .• , . .2., No. 2, 55-64, (1954). 
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= oharacterietio ._velocity O mean 
relative velocity .of droplets 
extrapolated to essentially zero 
flow rate 0 . du :ft/hr-sq ft. 
= mean velocity of droplets relative 
to continuous phaaep cu ft/hr-sq .. ft. 
The characteristic ve19city ·can be considered aa 
the. mean continuous phase velocity of the drop-
lets with regard to the continuous phase and is a 
function of the mean droplet diameter ·aa associ-
ated with specific column geometry, rotor speed, 
and liquid aystemo At the flooding point, the 
flow rates reach a maximum wh1oh can be expressed 
by difrerent1at1ng equation (6) and setting the 
derivatives equal to zeroo . Thus 
2 ~ l/ (1 - zJ 
-:(7) 
(8) 
which relates flow rates at flooding to the cor-
responding hold-up,» By eliminating VN between 
these two equations, the relation betl'teen hold-
up and phase ratio may be determined. 
- 18 -





This may be done since the limiting hold-up, 
ZF, is- independent of VN' and oan be evaluated 
from a .knowledge of the flow rates at flooding 
only.· Values of 
equation (9) for 
of ·VD(f) versus 
with equation (7). 
VN were evaluated by solving 
ZF and .then plo·tt1ng values 
2 . 
EF (l - ZF} in accordance 
For systems involving no 
salute, straight ·lines were obta.1ned. Where 
(64) · 
solute was present, Pratt found that the 
lines were curved upward slightly. This indi-
cated that the drop size increased and thus 
the mean rising velocity had increased. This 
would also inorese the flooding rate which is 
compatable with accepted theory~ The correliat.1:o.n 
of the flooding data was· completed by,deriving 
a rela~ionehip between VN and the physical 
properties o:r· the syaterq, the column geometry, 
and the rotor speed. Bac.ause of the complexity 
- 19 -
of the problem, hydrodyn~mically, the authors 
baaed this correlation upon dimensional analysis. 
The final equation was 
( ~ = ~-~IL ( ?!) o.1b!iJ o 
(1J.J ~r1D &.~l.7 
(11) 








viscosity of continuous phase, 
lb/ft-hr. · 
interracial tension, lb/sq hr. 
density of continuous phase, 
lb/cu ft. 
acceleration due to gravity, 
:rt/sq h.r. 
diameter of rotor discs, ft. 
rotor speed, rev/hr. 
internal diameter of stators, ft. 
stator spacing, ft. 
column diameter, ft. 
and all other terms have been defined previously. 




f~om the above· expression will yield a straight 
11ne with a slope of unity if the data are ·well 
correlated. 
Heman' and v.an de Vusse(97) have correlated 
:fl·ooding oapaoi ties and the structural variables 
of the contaotor. Th0y found that for a given 
feedstock extracted at oonatant solvent ratio, 
the total specific load 1a a function only of a 
·quantity. 1;nvolv1ng column geometry. Thus 
( V.o -t vt) cC N3 !?6 
II [)z (13) 
where: VD - superficial velocity Of dispersed phase, gal/sq ft. 
VC - superficial velocity of continuous 
phase, gal/sq ft • . 
D = diameter of column, ft. 
R 
-
rad1UJ3 of rotor discs, ' ft. 
H 
-
height of compartment, ft. 
N 
-
rotor speed, rev/sec. 
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which is proportional to·the energy of the rota.-
ting discs. Reman a~d Olney(95)" tested two systems 
with columns of aevsral diameters. They used this 
same ~orrelation with one exception. The total 
specif.io feed was divided by the number of· com-
partments .present in the column. This method 
gave logri thmic plots sim,i,lar to those found by 
Reman and van de Vuase(97). 
Column Eff1o1enoy. Reman and van de vusae 
have also found that optimum column operation 
occurs for the value of energy input determined 
.by Equation 12 equal to 0.5 rt2/aec3~ Thia op-
timum condition is demonstrated in Table III 
where a packed tower is also compared with a 
rotating_diso oontaotor ~or the separation of 
lube oils with furfural. 
Column Modifications. Mod1f1oat1ons of the or1g1nal 
design for a rotating d1ao contactor have been proposed by 
Reman. One of the moat .startling 1a his proposal to build 
columns of various cross-sectional shapes and using from 
two to twelve rotating shafts. This was described in a 
Dutch PatentC7) in 1952. Other mod1f1oat1ons described 
Jointly by Reman and Pieters suggest a method of increasing · 
the column diameter without a corresponding increase in 
·col~ he1ght{96) and for improving the flow characteristics 
o:f the . vo~t-ex(83),. The former suggests placing flat, 
- 22 • 
TABLE III 
.Comparison of · a Rotating Disc Contactor With a Packed Tower 
Packed Tower* Rotating Disc. Contactor** 
Vis- N3R5 Solvent 011 Feed Rate 
~os1ty Solvent 011 Feed .HD2 Ratio 
011 140 °F Temp. Ratio Rate Flooding Des1gna 
ssu OF gph-ft2 rt2/sec3 gph-rt2 gph-rt2 
Gas 011 120 0.4 180 3.0 0.4 490 320 
Spindle & Medium 
Machine 011 240 160-210 3.0 160 0.5 2.0 370 240 
Heavy Machine 
011 400 210 4.0 100 0.5 3.0 215 140 
Deasphalted 
Residue ·aoo 210 4.5 70 0.5 3.4 240 155 
* 011 phase is continuous in the packed tower. Furfural is used as the solvent 
for extraction ·or the lube oils. 
-if* Furfural _phase is continuous in rotating -disc conta.ctor ex9ept with g~s oil. 
a Design fe.ed rate is 65 per cent. of ·t,he flooding rate. · 
Reman, G. H .• and. J. G. van;de Vusse: Applying RDC* to Lube Ext~action., : l;'etrol. 
Refiner, ~' No. 9, 131, (1955} .• 
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annular guide rings above and· below .the rotor discs in each 
compartment. These rings,_ whose outer diameter is less t:pan 
.the inner diameter of the stator rings, 'help maintain the. 
proper vortex pattern in the column as the colunm diameter 
, ~ . 
is increased without incr~asing the compartmen~ height. 
The column g_eometry compared with Equations 1~ 2, and 3 is 
as :fo]:lows .. 
(14) 
> (15) 
2 ·+ e,s- !) L 5 -t 7s !) 
(16) 
where all terms are as.defined in Equations 1 to 3. These 
guide rings are especially useful on columns whose diameters 
are greater than five feet ,. Flooding occurs as the rotor 
speed is increased because partial emulsi:fication increases 
. . 
with increased rotor speeds and eventualli becomes so great 
that the two phases cannot settle in order to allow_ counter-
ourrent ;flow between the compar.tments.. Pieters ( 83) ··found · 
that by placing .concave· filJ;J ta at the Joining of the rotors. 
to the center shaft and at the ·joining of the stators to the 
column wall, he could minimiz0 the oocurance of undesired 
turbulence, improve the vortex pattern, and thus achieve 
closer to op~imum contact efficienoyo 
Techniques For Analyafs. One drawback or laboratory 
or pilot plant extraction unite is that they a~e often 
larger or more efficient than neoessaryo Thus it may hap-
pen that the stream leaving one end of the column is in 
equilibrium with the stream entering that end whioh gives 
rise to the so-called "pinched region" on the famila.r ex-
traction diagramo Treybal(l31) has devised a method of 
calculating the stage effioiGnoy by sampling at eevaral 
intermediate points throughout the columno 
Shell Oil Company experimenteraC88) takes a sample trom 
a point somewhere in the mixed zone or their experimental 
columns and analyze it for the actual phase ratioo Using 
this they calculate the superficial relative velocity of 
one phase to the other. By plotting this superficial rel-
ative velocity versus rotor speed and extrapolating to flood 
conditions (zero relative velocity) the capacity of the 
column can be definedo 
In a private oommunicatio~ (BB) it ,1as suggested that 
a detergent be added to the solvent stream to reduce surface 
tension of the aqueous phaseo Thia means thorough liquid-
.liquid contact at a lower rotor spaedo Thus flooding 
- 25 -
characteristics can be determined without operati~g the 
column at radically increased flow conditions and/or 
rotor speeds. 
Applications. The rotating disc contactor has round 
many applicatfons especialiy in the petroleum industry(llB). 
Bhell Oi-1 · uses the rotating disc contactor mainly for the 
fur:fural extraction oi' lube oils( 43~ 97). Here a six foot 
six inch column, @Wenty-four feet tall has replaced a total 
of fourteen mixer-settlers at one-half the cost and it has 
also reduced solvent losses by thirty per cent. Another 
rotating di_sc contactor has replaced a one hundred-:Coot 
packed tower (see 'l'able ·III) at only a third of the cost. 
Shel·l also used two rotating dis-c contactors in parallel 
for removing aromatics from the fractionator residuum of 
a ":axy .ml before the propane dewaxing step< 22 , 3B) increased 
capacity of the unit by twenty-five per cent. 
A ro~ating disc contactor, three feet in diameter and 
sisteen feet high, with twenty-four stages and a rotor 
speed of .forty revolutions per minute, is used in a new 
dual-solvent process for producing lignite-tar fractions. 
T~e process{l37); developed by Ba.ttelle Memorial Institute 
ia used by Texas Power and L1ght Company and Alcoa in a 
Joint venture. 
Allied Chemical Corporation's Barrett Division bas 
developed a method .e1J, treating phenolic waste with a new 
aromatic solvent in a rotating disc contactor<74). A. N. 
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Heller, supervisor of industrial-waste developmen't at 
Barrett said recently concerning the rotating disc con-
tactor and the ~ay it was performing: '' ••• more economical 
to install and operate than any other process for depheno-
lizing tar distillation wa·stes. And it 3ivea more reliable 
performance too." 
Selection of1the Liquid System: Water, Methanol" 
Trichloroethylene 
The choice of a solvent ror a liquid extraction process, 
or the selection of a liquid system to be used in an extrac-
tion un1t, 1s guided by several .factors. These factors 
often conflict with one another and no system la likeiy to 
be found possessing all of these character1st1ca. There-
fore, compromises must be made. Some of these determining 
. factors are: (1) selectivity, the ability of a solvent 
to extract one component of a solution in preference to 
another; (2) recoverability, the ability to remove the 
extracting solvent from the two products 1n the extraction 
process, and condition the solvent :e.or re-use; (3) density}, 
a difference in densities of the contacted phases is es-
sential and should be as great as possible; (4) 1nter-
:fac1al tension, the tension between two 1mmiso1ble _phases 
must be low enough to allow transfer of the solute, but 
high enough ao that the two ph~se~ will separate after the 
- 27 -
transfer; Other factors which enter the problem are chem-
ical reactivity, corrosiveness,. viscosity, vapor pressures, 
fx•eezing po in.ts, 1n:rlamma.b111 ty, toxic1 ty, and of ·course, 
cost. 
The liquid system, w~ter-methanol-tr1chloroethylene 1 
is an exampl~ o~ a system readily suaoeptable to liquid 
extraction. The extraction of methanol from tr1chloro-
ethylene_with water demonstrates clearly tho principles 
of extraction. 
Equilibrium Data. Equilibrium data for the system, 
water-methanol-triahloroethylene, are found in the 11t-
erature(l03). An equilibrium plot showing the ~eg1on of 
mutual solubility for this syst~m {see Table 4 and Figure 
3) indicates that in the region where water ls the major 
component, there is essentially a two-component mixture 
of water and methanol •. Thus at 30 mole per cent methanol, 
. only O •. 3 mole per cent tr1chloroethylene 1s present... Also,,. 
"tie-line,. data, !.·- !.•·,- data indicating the compositions 
of the two phase.a in equilibrium with each other that 
s·epa.rate from the mutually-soluble region,. indicate a 
great affinity of the methanol for the aqueous phase 
( see Table 5 and Figure 4 )_ •. 'J;his means that when water, 
mothanol (less than 30 per cent), and tri"chloroethylene 
are mixed together the two phases that separate _will- be: 
_(l) a mixture bf dater and methanol,- and (2) triohloro-· 
ethylene w1th s11ght traces of water and of methanol •. 
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TABLE IV 
Equilibrium Data For the Liquid System 





















































































a Data are also available at 35 and 50 oc. 
b ~ata at ·critichl.poin~·. 
Rothl_%'.fil.~ S., . J •. L. Crutzen, and G. Ro Schultze; 
Gleiohgatr1ohte . Fluas1.g/~luss1g in Einigen 
Terna.ran syateman ~una ·oagenatrom-Extra.ktion 
· in Einein_ Hori:zontalen Rohr.s, Ch~m-ie. _Ing. Teohn., 
.6.2., 211-219, (1957). ( in German) 
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Figure 3. Equilib~ium Data For the System 
Wa.ter-Methanol-Trichloroethylene at 
20 °c (o), . 35 °c (+), and 50 °c (·) 
Rothlin, s., J. L. Crutzen, and G. R. Schultze: 
Gleichgewichte Flussig/Flussig iri E1n1gen 
. Terna.ren Systemen· uhd Gegenstrom-Ext:ralttion 
in Einem Horsontalen Rohr, Chemie. - Ing. Teohn., 
£2., 211~219, ( 1957) • . ( in Ge;rman) · 
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TABLE V 
·Eg_u111br1um ·Tie ~1ne . Data For the · systettl 
· . o a Water-Methanol-Trichloroethtlene at-20 C 
Water-Rich Phase Tr1ohloroethyl~ne-R1ch Phas~ 
JSL. ~ X3 Xl ~ X3 
o.a23 0 .·0015 0.1755 · 0 -.001 0.986 0.013 
o.698 0.003 0.299 · 0 -.002 · 0.9725 0.0255 
.0 .602 0.007 0.391 0.003 0~956 0.041 
0.500 0.017 o.483 0.006 0.926· 0 .• 068 
.0.419 0.037 0.544 0.0115 o.aa75 0.101 
0.351 0.066 0.583 ._ O.Ol7 o.833 0.15 
0.298 0.099 .0.603 .0.026 0.776 0.198 
0.262 0.131 0.607 ·0.037 .0.713 0.25. 
0. 21.t~ 0.1935 0 .• 5925 0.057 0.6225 o~.3~05 
0.179 0.2635 0.5575. 0.0855 0.5155 0.399 
.0 .157 .. 0.3095 0.5335 0.1025 o.4615 o.436 
0.1505 .0.3285 . 0.521 0.113 o.4315 0.4565 
;
12 
Mole Fraction Water. · 
x;; Mole Fraction Triohloroethylene. 
x · Mole Fraction Methanol. · 3 
a ~a.ta. also a:~e available at 35 and 50 °c. · 
Rath11n, s. 1 J ~-· L. c~tzen;. and G. R. Schultze: . Glefch..:._ 
·gewiohte Fluse1g/fluf3s1g 1n Einigen Ternaren Sy.atemen 
und Gegenstrom-Extra.kt19n· _in Einem Hor.1z.ontalen Rohr., · 
·Chemie. lng ~ Techn·., ~. 21_1-219, : (1957) · (in Germ~n) . 
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Figure 4. Equilibrium Tie Line Data Por The System 
Water-Methano1-Tr1chloroethylene At 
20 °c_ (o), ·35 .0 c ·(+)., and 5_0 °c (•) 
Rothlin, s., J. L. Crutzen, and G. R. Schultze: 
Gle1chgew1chte Fluss1g/Flusaig 1n _E1nigen 
Ternaren Systemen und Gegenstrom-Extrakt1on 
in Einem Hor1zontalen Rohr, Chemie. Ing. Teohn., 
.G-2., 211-219, (1957). {in Ge~man) 
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Physical Prop.erties •. Phys1c·a1 p~operties for the 
. . 
liquid system, water-methanol-triohloroethylene, were 
found(55, 56, 57,· 58, 59) and are listed in Table .6. 
Table 7 lists refractive indices versus mole fractiqna 
., 
of water and tr1chloroethyle~e(l03). 
Fire-, Explosion, and. Toxicit:y Limitations. The 
flaah.~oints, fire hazard groups, upper and lower ex-
ploslon limits, and threshold limits i'or methanol and 
trichlorpethylene are listed and compared with values 
for acetone and carbon tetrachloride in Table 8. 
Processing of Nuclear Fuels 
The possibility .of extracting useful· power from 
fiasi·on caused by the thermal or :fast neutrons in nuclear 
fuels consumed in reactors is commanding world-wide·at-
tent1on<1, 132 ). The fuels that have been proposed for 
fission release or recoverable energy are: Uranium235, 
Uranium233, and· Pluton1um239. Uranium235. occurs in 
nature at a concentration of 0.71 per cent of natural 
uranium (Uranium238.), but the other two must be produced 
by neutron capture in the fert,iilie materials Thorlum2 32 
and Uran1um238 • In the light . ·--~:f ~~;·; s present know-
ledge, these are the only elements that can be made avail-
able ~n quantities large enough to support :fission-produced 
po,ier on an economical scale. 
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TABLE VI 







at 20 °c 
Melting Point at 
760 .mm Hg, 0 c 
.Boiling Po1nt at 
760 mm .Hg,. oc 






































a La.rige, .N. A.·_ (Edi tor) : Handbook of . Chemistry, pp. 308-
309 ·• Hand book Publ1 she rs·, Inc • , Sandusky, Oh1o, 
1952, 8 ed~. · 
b 1•1d, pp. 580-581, 686-687. 
o ibid·, pp. 1361, 1389, 1394. 
d Als.o see "Relative Density and Volume of Water ••• at 
Var1oua··Temperaturea 0 , ibid, pp. 1219~1221. 
e .Also see "Speo·1f.1o Gravity of Aqueous Solutions· of 
M~thyl Alcohol.", ibid·, ·pp. 1215-1216. 
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TABLE VIII 
Refractive Indices For the L1gu1d System, 















































































a All concentrations taken from along equilibrium 
curve at temperature indicated. 
b Rerractive indices also measured at 35 and 50 °c. 
Rothlin, s., J. L. Crutzen, and G. R.- Schultze: 
Gleichgewichte Flussig/£lu~s1g in Einigen · 
Ternaren Systemen und Gegenstrom-Extralttion 
.in Einem Horizontale.n Rohr, Chemie. Ing. Techn., 
£.2., 211-219, ( 1957) • ( in German) 
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TABLE VIII 
· Rire 1_ Explosion; . and . ·-Toxicitz Limitatfons~. 










. Wood Alcohol · 
TRICHLOROETHYLENE 189 · 
Ethinyl Th1chlor1de 
Flash Fire 








Explosive Limits % (vol) in air 
LEL UEL 
· 3.0 11 
••• • •• 
7 •. 3 36 








a Based f.m .. d.isoomfort from irritating effects· of 
below concentrations considered 1rn)ur1ous. 
solvent vapors and are well 
·,t. N.on-flammable. 
e Can ··be violently decomposed by aluminum ·fines. 
LEL tower explosive limit. 
UEL · Upper explosive 11m1t. 
ppm . par~~ of·. vapor per million parts or air. 
Flash ·Point, 9F 
Non-flammable 
Above 140 
100 .to 140 
73 to 100 







11 Handbook of Organic Industrial Solvents", National· Association. ·of Mutual 
Casualty Companies, pp~ 2?, 34, 51, 60; Chicago, Ill_.·,· 1958. 
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Se:paration of Uranium From Its Ores. The mi·lling of 
uranium ores has always been accomplished by one of two 
hyd.romete..llur~1ca1 meth6ds(i~4 , 46 , 62 , 63). These. are acid 
leach and carbonat.e leach; both of which include chemical 
pr,13c1p1tat1on from the leach solution. 
Acid Leach.. The a~id leach solutions< 3 , · 
~3, 65, 77, 101, 102, 128) are contacted with a 
solution of organic extractant, either an alkyl 
phosphate or an alkyl amine, which removes the 
, . 
uranium. The extracted uranium is recovered from 
the organic phase by stripping with an aqueous 
solution. If the extractant is a monoalkyl 
phosphate (DDPA Prooess),.the stripping solution 
is ten molar hydrochloric ~cid(9, 46, 65, 128); 
·if the e~tractant is a dialkyl phosphate (Dapex 
Process), it j_s stripped with a. carbonate aolu-
tion(l3, 46 , 62 , 63). Alkyl amine extractants 
are stripped with dilute chloride or nitrite so-
lut,ions ( 1 ~·, 46 , 62 ' 63 ) Ion exchange is seldom 
used except when handling resin-in-pulp ores where 
sulfuric ao·id is mixed ,,,1th a 1'1tesin (Eluex Process) 
(18, 71) 
• 
After the stripping process, the uranium is 
re-extracted with an organic s<;>lvent. Tributyl 
phosphate has generally been found to give the 
optimum reaults(5, 20 , 53, 72 , 116) A final 
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stripping with water is followed by evaporation 
to concentrate the ore to approximately 75 per 
cent u3o8 which is then shipped elsewhere for 
furth~r processing. 
Carbonate Leach~ Carbonate leach is used 
primarily on ores with a hig4 lime content and 
even here it often used in conjunction with acid 
leach( 63). Instead of solvent extraction, the 
ore is purified by precipitation. 
Direct Leaching. In conventional processing, 
uranium is recovered from many of the Colorado 
Plateau ores by leaching with acid. The acid 
required runs as high as 500 pounds per ton of 
ore for some processes. The resulting slurry 
·must then be diluted, the sands removed, and 
slimes allowed to settl~. In some cases the 
clarified liquor from the thickeners must be 
filtered to produce a sparkling clear solution. 
Some ·cost has been reduced by the use of 
sulfuric acid instead of more costly hydrochlor-
ic acid or ·nitric acid which were originally used. 
Other costs were eliminated by femov1ng one of 
the clarification steps. The greatest saving 
howeve·r, would result from eliminating aqueous 
_leaching entirely. Dow Chemical Company has 
developed a process where the ore is contacted 
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with a solution or alkyl.phosphoric acid 1n,or-
gan1c .d1luent(70). Concentrated sulfuric acid 
is added to either the extractant before contact 
or th~ slurry of ore and extractant. Only one-
tenth.the amount of acid is required. Ur~nium 
is then stripped from the solvent with strong 
hydrochloric acid and recov~red by evaporation 
and neutralization. 
Vanadium Recovery. In some cases vanadium 
is necessary for economical processing(lOl). 
Here a combination of either a secondary or tertiary 
amine with heptadecyl phosphoric acid or di-2-
ethyl hexyl phosphoric a.1cd, exhibit a strong 
synergistic action in uranium-vanadium extraction. 
· Caustic soda then precipitates the uranium leaving 
vanadium 1n the filtrate from which 1t la recove~ed. 
Production of Reactor-Grade Uranium. Until 1958, the 
processing of the ore concentrate was handled only by gov-
ernment facilities. Two plants, the Feed Materials Pro-
·duction Center(2,;3; 49) operated by National Lead Company 
at Fernald, Ohio, and the Feed Materials Plant(l5, 37, Bl) 
operated by Mallinckrodt Chemical Works at Weldon Springs, 
Missouri, use similar processes. The Weldon Springs plant 
specilizes· in handling ore concentrates while ths Fernald 
plant also handles scrap materials of low radiation from 
other atomic energy installations. 
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Solvent Extraction~- After sampling arid 
blending the pulverized ores to a concentration 
of approxim~tely 50 to 60 per cent u3o8 , th~y 
are d~5eated with nitric acid ,. The slurry is 
then extpacted w1 th ·tributyl phosphate.. F1erna.ld 
pe.rforms this step in a pulse column using ker-
osene as the diluent for the solvent.. The uranyl 
nitrate is then stripped with water in two ad-
ditional pulse columns.. Weld.on Springs extracts 
in a newiy-designed pumper-decanter(l5) using 
hexane as the diluent.. Pulse columns are then 
used to strip the u~an1um back into the aqueous 
phase. 
The water is evaporated from the uranyl 
nitrate a:fter which it is calcined to "orange 
salt" {uo3 ) .• Here . '1allinckrodt 1a attempting 
to install a fluid-bed denitrator to replace the 
batch operation now employed for calcinat1on, 
Metal Production. The uo3 is reduced to 
''brown salt" ( uo2 ) us 1ng hydrogen and hydro-
fl uor1na ted with anhydrous hydrogen fluoride to 
"green salt" (UF4 ), uranium tetrafluoride .• Here 
again Mallinckrodt 1s attempting to replace the 
induction furnaces nww used with a. fluidized bed 
reactor. Uranium metal is made by reducing the 
green a.alt with magneafum in a thermite bomb. 
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New Wet Process. A-new wet process :for con-
verting ore concentrate to uranium tetrafluoride · 
has been dev.eloped in Japan (76 ) which is simplier 
and· l~sa costly to build than the above method •. 
The ke.y to the whole ·process is a semicontinuoue 
ion ·excha.nger. Electrolytic reduction to uranium 
tetrafluoride 1s an intermediate step. 
Scrap Recovery. Recovery of uranium froni 
non-irradiated scrap . is vital to economical pro-
cessing. A recovery unit must be widely diver~ 
s1-f1ed to be able to handle all types o:f "cold 
scrap". Until now,.each atomic energy instal-
lation has employed 1ts own recovery system which 
was designed solely for that plant's problems. 
·A11 example of this 1s National Lead I s s.ystem for 
the recove~y of ~ranium from slag scrap(5l). Here 
the slag is cruched, oxidized, pulverized, and 
leached with hydrochloric acid with an oxidizer 
present. After filtering and washing, the uran-
ium is precipitated as uranyl ammonium phosphate. 
It is then ·slurried with sodium hydroxide and 
converted to sodium dluranate which may be re-
processed. Ma111ckrodt(l34 ) roasts slag to u3o8 
then u·ses carbonate leach followed by permanganate 
o~idation and precipitation as ·sodium diuranate 
to recover its uranium. 
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Whe first pri va tely~owned so.rap reprocessor, 
Irvngton-Baker Refining . Division of Engelhard 
Industries, . can handle almost any lrind of col~ 
scrap ( 21~) • Depending on the impurities . present,, 
the scrap is first q~aao.lved in nitric acid, aqua 
reg.ia, or hydrofluoric. The uranium . is then ex-
tracted with a 30 per cent tr1butyl phosphate in 
kerosene stilution and stripped with nitric acid; 
both in York-Schiebel. columns. The aqueous uranyl 
nitrate is concentrated by evaporation, .then pre-
cipitated as ura~ium peroxide (uo4) at a pH of 
· . two which insures that the iron and alhminum 1on·s 
' 
are kept in solution. Fin4lly the peroxide is 
converted to the black u3oa for re.use. 
Pireparation of Fuel Elements. The f.abrioation of ~uel . 
elements is largely a mechanical or metallurgical proce.ss, 
It suffices to say that elements are composed of all con-
centrations of enriched uranium with the majority be!ng 
- * 
clad by a protective metal such as stainless steel, .aluminum, 
zirconiunp~: or hafnium • 
. Reprocessing of. Reactor Fuels. Tbe reprocessing of 
reactor fuels becomes a necessity for many reasons: to 
. , 
recover f~ss1le materials, the lo~s of re~ctivity due to 
poisoning may have ·become excessive, or the fuel or its 
container may have failed by chemical, metallurgical, or 
physical action. 
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Effects or Fission •. Each fission event-in 
Uranium235 produces p~r fission, 2.5 + O.l 
neutrons and 193 milliequivalent volts or energy 
as heat(25). Fission neutrons can be absorbed 
in fertile atoms of Ura~1um23B or Thor1um2~2 to 
produce theoretically more fissionable material 
than has been consumed. In many cases the l~an-
1um233 and Plutonium239 produced in this manner 
are.more desirable nuclear reactor fuels than 
Ul"'an1u~235. This may be called the first and 
perhaps most important reason for chemical 
reprocessing of nuclear reactor fuels. 
Separation Specifications. There are three· 
general speci~ications for. separation(75) depend-
·ing on the proposed use and rabrication methods 
used on a fuel element: {l) complete separation 
of fertile material, the fissile material, and 
rission products; (2) separation of fission 
products from fissile and fertile materials which 
are refabricated into fuel elements under alpha-
aoti ve cond·i tio.ns; and ( 3) separa t1on of 
neutron-absorbing poisons with ·little or no de-
contamination for gamma-emitters, with refabr1-
cation· carried out under alpha-active conditions. 
Aqueous Procese1n5 Methods. A number of aqueous re-
processing methods are avAilable. The cho1oe of process 
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(115, 75) is dependent on the materials present 1n the spent 
fuel, the degree of separation required, and the intended 
use of the recovered products. Puyear( 89) has cov~red 
some of the. more widely used of these processes. 
Redox Process. '1'l11tonlum, uranium, ar;,.d fia-
sion·products are separated in a three-column cycle 
in the Redox Process ( 25' 53 )_·. Aciclic hexon.e ex-
tracts the uranium from the fission products. 
Plutonium in the reduced state is not extracted 
in the second column. Uranium and pl,utonium are 
further purified by additional cycles. 
TBP Metal Recovery Process. In the TBP Metal 
Recovery Process( 25, 53, 7~) plutonium is separated 
from irradiated natural uranium without recovery 
·of the d~contamlnated uranium from any ftasion 
products. Plutonium is separated by reduotion 
so that it is not extracted by the TBP solvent. 
It is then recovered by evaporation of the unex-
tracted slurry, dissolved in nitric acid, and 
centrifuged to remove solids. Uranium is separ-
ated by extraction with TBP followed by acidic 
stripping. 
Purex Process. Aluminum-clad fuel elements 
are reprocessed by the ~urex Proceas< 20 , 25, 52, 
53) to .-separate plutoni"um and :fission produo:t.s 
from irradiated natural uranium using two solvent 
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extraction cycles ror both uranium and plutonium. 
The elements are dige.sted in nitric acid and ex-
tracted in TEP-kerosene solvent which removes the 
fission products and other impurities. By reducing 
the plutonium, it is ·separated from the uranium 
in _a . second extraction. Uranium is stripped into 
the aqueous phase with water in a. third column. 
Plutonium is dissolved in nitric acid; extracted 
1nt9 the organic pha~et reduced and stripped .into 
an aqueous hydroxylamine sulfate solut1qn. It 
is. finally separated in a cationic ion exchange 
resin bed. Uranium.is processed as in the first 
separation, evaporated par~1ai1y, and passed 
through a sillc~ gel bed wh1oh removes the last 
-of the fission products. For feeds w1 th a high 
oonoentrat1on of fission products the feed 1s 
first oxidized with permanganate and then reduced 
back with a nitrite after an intermediate 
riltration· step. 
TTA Chelation Process. Thenoyl trifluoro-
aoeto~e so1ut1~n (TTA) is benzene extracts 
tetravalent plutonium from uranium and all fis-
sion produota except zirconium in th1a chelation 
prooesa< 25). Fission products are scrubbed from 
the pluton1um-z1rooniunr bearing solvent with n1tr1o 
acid, after which, plutonium is removed by reduction 
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to the trivalent state. Zirconium is then removed 
from the solvent by nitric_ acid-oxalic acid scrub-· 
bing solution. The uranium is recovered from the 
aqueous ra:rf'inate by a .he-xone extraction and con-
ventional purification. This process has the a 
advantage o:r · only -requiring one cycle each for 
uranium and plutonium. Furfural has been used 
as ftthe.so1vent 1~ this prooeaaC21). 
Dapex Process. The Dapex. Process(lO, 19, 26, 
109, 116) is used for the recovery of u~anium from 
the sulfuric acid leaching of spent materials. 
This process uses d1(2-ethyl hexyl) ph9.aphorio 
acid disso1ved .in kere;>sene·_by the cationic ex-
change of urany~ and hydrogen ions. The uranium 
is stripped and purified with a carbonate solution 
followed by· standard preoip1.tation methods,; 
22 Process 2 He·xone Solvent. The· separation 
and decontamination of enriched uranium from fuel 
·elements such as those _ueed in th~ Materials Test-
'ing Reactor (MTR) and Swimming Pool Reactor.or 
the Aquarium Re~c·toia can be aooom~liahed by sol~ 
.. 
vent extraction w1~h hexone from nitric acid 
solutions ·1n the· 25 .Proc.ess<.~5} .• This process 
-i·a:0 • • similar to the· ~e.dox·.Procesa except the sepa-
ration- o~ plutonium is not required since only 
small qua.n ti ties ·are pro·duced in enriched fuels. 
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If' plutonium must be removed, it 1s extractetl with 
methyl lsobutyl ketone (MIBK) • . -
25 Process, TBP Solvent. Tributyl pho~phate 
in a ~ydrocarbon diluent has an advantage over .. 
hexone on feed ~ori.taini~g aluminum ( 25, 40; _. 72) • 
Feed preparation is the same as above except it 
1-s in an acidic solution rather t11an .an acid-
deficient one. This is a mod1f1c~tioh or the 
Purex Process-• 
. Hexone-2~ Process. Designed to recover 
Uraniu~233 from .1r_radiated throrium, the Hexone~23 
. . 
Process< 2 5) may be used only on long-decayed mat-
erials. That ls, decayed .so that losses as 
protactinium are minimized, as it does not pro-
·vide effective separation from highly radioactive 
Protactin1~m233. Aqueous ·wastes from this proces~ 
contain thovium and fission products and _must be 
stored permanently in stainless steel tanks. Acid-
deficient·a1uminum nitrate 1a used as -the aqueous 
salting agent in this process whioh closely 
pa.rall~ls the 25 Process. 
Interium-23 Process. The ·Interium-23 Process 
( 25, 72). is similar to the Hexone-23 , Process with 
the exception that it may be uaed after a decay 
_period of only a few days. It used TBP in an 
aromatic-free paraffin diluent as the preferential 
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Uranium233 extracta.nt to give excellent separa-
tion from the fission products and thorium. A:fter· 
dilute nitric acid stripping, final traces of. 
fission products are removed by passing the sol~ 
ut1on through silica gel. Any traces of ionic 
compounds are removed by passing the solution 
tnrough an ion exchange column. 
Thorex Process. Designed especially for 
sep~ratine; and decontaminating thorium, Uran1.um2 33, 
and Pr~ta~tin1um2 32 from neutron-irradiated thor-
ium, th~ Thorex Proc~sa( 20, 25, 71) uses TBP as 
.its solvent, nitric .acid catalyzed with fluoride· 
ions as its thorium-dissol~t1on agent, and alum-· 
inum mitrate or nitric acid as the saltine agent. 
Uran1um233 is isolated by ion exchange. The 
solvent diluent is an inert paraffin!o diluent, 
Amoco 128-82. Aqueous feed enters the middle 
of an extraction-scrubber column with the scrub 
solution o~ acid-deficient aluminum nitrate, 
ferrous sulfate, and dilute phosphoric acid 
entering the -top of the column. TBP enters the 
bottom. The reflux in the aerubb1ng section 
maintains the proper o·rgan1c exit saturation for 
good extractio.n. The organic phase 1a further 
stripped with nitric acid to remove Thorium232 
~nd Tho:r1um234_.after which the uranium is treated. 
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Darex Prooesao The Darex Procesa(39o ~~, 
111) is the title applied to the.dissolving of 
all types· of.stainless steel fuels_ in aqua regia 
. . 
and ·t~~ elimination or ch]oridea by d1et111atio~. 
Uranium ia purified by solvent extraction tn the 
conventional manner. 
Ziroex Process. The Zi~cex P~ooeas(82, 111) 
is the name given to the application of a hydro-·; 
chlorination reaction. for the processing of all 
types of zirconium-bearing fuels. E1the.r a gas:.. 
phase or liquid-phase hedroohlorinat1on medium 
may be used. Chlorides are then rEimoved by the 
Darex Process distillation· _and tb.e uranium and 
thorium recovered by solvent extraction. 
·Fluid Bed Process. Fluidized bed hydro-
chlor1na.t1oii. and .fluorination C 60 ~ 99) may reduce 
. . 
·.th~.c~costs of separating nuclear reactor ele.ments o 
. . 
A pilot p~ant aoale un1t gives very clean separa-
tion of bulk zirconium from radioact;ve wastes 0 
.though the process has not been used commercially. 
Dual-Temperature Purex Process. The Dual-
Tempera~ure Procees<52 P 98 ) is a modification 
of the present Purex Process with the· elimination 
of ona·solvent extraction cycle by operating at 
~wo temperatures to take advantage of differences· 
in extraction coefficients of the impuritieso An 
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additional scrubber section _operating at 70 ~c 
was placed in the middle of the · column used to 
remove plutonium from the TBP phase. The top 
and bottom sections continued to operate at 
30 oc •. This was done· because the maximum removal 
of zirconium and niobium ia obtained at·low tem-
perature while that of ruthenium is at elevated 
temperatureo A silica gel absorption.step is 
uaed to remove residual traces of fiaa1on prod-
ucta. Plutonium 1a digested in strong nitric 
ac-1d and absorbed on an anion exchange resin. 
This process is replacing the conventional 
Purex Process. 
Iodine Removal. Irradiated fuels after 
·decay periods of as much as 100 to 130 ·days 
contain enough residual Iod1ne131 to require 
removal before dissolver gases can be discharged. 
This 1e done by reacting the iodine with heated 
silver or·ailver nitrate in a pa.eked tower< 25). 
Other gases such aa xenon and krypton must be 
pur11'1ed by ab.sorpt1on-~ll7) in some type of 
kerosene-baaed solvent before they can be released 
to the atmosphere. 
Processing of Fission Products. The use of radio-
active isotopes 1n the f1elda of medicine, quality con-




One· me.thod of. obtaining these isotopes · is py re-
cove~y from fission products. Each isotope and each 
propos?d use require special techniques and processi,;ig_. 
. . . . 
Solvent extraction and fractional diati~~~tion,~r~ the. 
general methqds used in isotope prqduction. Table IX 
. . . . ; 
gives an ~xample _ of the type·s o:r producfts ~nd ·the. radiation 
··one cou_ld .exp~µt to :rind in spent ·fuel elements.: 
Rota-ting Disc Contactor' in Nuclear Work. No mention 
.·· 
as such could be ~ound o~ a rotating disc oontactor being 
used 1n·nuolear work. ·rn :ract e_ar;t.y Atomic.Energy Commie~ 
sion rep9~ts(50, 85) stated· that this type column was. ·not 
f!latis_~aotory for .nucle~r t?Ork because of .1ta many moving 
part~ and because au~h gr?at heights are· required for this 
~ype or. column. De Chaze1Cl6). believes. that .proper hand~ . 
. ;ting of "the· column would be dif:ficult without· visual 
control .o:f·the interface. Also .he pointed out that solids 
· could settle in :,tJo.e bottom of the column where they would 
be difficult to rem~ve.· 
Rus~ton and.Oldshue's ·multistage mixer .oolumnC78) is 
used in nuclea·r w'o:rk for aorap recovery a.t the· Oak Ridg~ 
· Laborator:1es (i9; ?6 ) , .. ·Rushton _:feels that better mixing 
can be accomplished in a smaiier· column using his multi-
stage mixer concept tha.n in a rot~~1ng c11so, contactor<10.4, 
105), but .it· is also :f'elt< 16, 85) .that too much turbulence 
ocoura in the multistage mixer which -could cause partial 
emulsification ~he York-Schiebel column(52 ) as we.a 
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TABLE IX 
Important Constituents in an Irradiated Solutiona 
Fi sale Materi-al Valency Approx. -Activity -Activ_ity 
Weight, 
g curies curies;• 
Uranium 6 998,000 o.6** 0.03** 
Plutonium 4, 6 800 
Fission Products 
Casium l 110 3,000 2,300 
Strontium 2 40 45,000 nil 
Barium 2 40 nil nil 
Yttrium 3 20 60,000 nil 
Lanthanum 3 40 n11 nil 
Cerium 3, 4 100 170,000 12,000 
Praseodymium and 
12,0001:, Other Rare Eartha 3 155 nil 
Zirconium 4 115 70.,000 65,000 
Niobium . various 5 110,000 105,000 
Molybdenum various 85 nil nil 
Technetium var1out;J 25 nil nil 
Ruthenium various 55 55,000 2(?,000 
Other Fission P. 40 1,000 
Total 'Fission Pro.duQts 
in Solution 842 526,000 204,300 
Rare Gases and Halogens 
Ke~oved in Dissolving 140 500 
a Solution obtained by dissolving 1000 kg or uranium irradiated 
to 1000 Mwd/t and cooled 100 days. 
* 
** b 
Includes activity for ahort-11ved daughters of ux1 , Cs, Sr, Ce, and Ru. 
For ux1 in equilibrium with u2 38. 
radiatlon from Pm •. 
Fletcher, J.M.: Chemical Principles in the Separation of 
Fission Products From Uranium and Plutonium by Solvent 
Extraction, Proceedings of the International Conference· 
on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, i, 459-463, United 
Nations Publ1cat1ona, New York, N. Y., 1956. 
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mentioned previously. is used· in saran recovery at .~ngel-
hard Industr1es< 24), and · a modi:fied rorhating disc contactor 
1s used at Mallinckrodt Nucl'ear Corporat~o~(ll) ., a·gain in 
scrap recove:rw. There is an. unconfi1~med" report· that Oak 
Ridge ls experimenting with rotating disc contactorsin 
several phases of' fuels processing at the present. 
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TII. EXPERIMENTAL 
The exP.erimental section of this thesis is divided 
into the following sections: (1) purpose of 'investiga-
tion, (2 )· plan of investigation, ( 3) rede.sign and 
construction, (4) selection of a new liquid system, 
(5) operational procedures, (6) operation of the ·ro-
tating disc contactor, and . (7) tabulation of equivalents 
and costs. Throughout this section the following termi-
nology 1-s used. The extraction unit refers collectively 
to the rotating disc contactor, pulse extraction column, 
pumps, tanks, and other equ1pmen_t used in the extraction 
of methanol from trichloroethylene with water. The term 
"system" refers to the three liquids used in the extraction 
unit. Likewise the distillation unit refers collectively 
to that column and all accessory equipment used to separ-
ate the methanol and water mixture obtained from the 
extraction unit. 
Purpose of Investigation 
The purpose of this investigation was to redesign and 
construct the rotating disc contactor which together with 
the pulse extraction column make up the extraction unit. 
This unit is an 1nstruct1onal · fac111ty representing the 
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chemical processing of nuclea~. fu~ls.. ·Basic calipr~tione 
were made and detailed operating procedures . prepared·· fo~ 
the extraction unit. 
Plan.of.Invest1e;at1on 
The plan for the accompli.shment of this 1nv.est1gat1on 
wae (l) to review the ·literature, (2) t(to v~-r.i.fy· the_ 
.original design of Fard(32) ma~ing any necessary improve-
ments, (3) to conatruot the extraction unit, (4) . to 
aelecta. different liquid system, (5) · to prepare cleta.1led 
1nst~uct1.ons for· operating ·the· extraction unit, in particu-
lar. the. rotating di~c contactor, and '(6) to bring .. the 
_purchase specifioatiRns, up to date and prepare lists of 
equivalents a_nd costs · for . the entire proJect·. 
. . 
Literature Review. The 11.terature was rev1ewe¢! for 
investigation .for the purpose of (1) illustrating the 
role of extractio;n in the chemical process industries .and 
in particular the chemical processing of .nuclear fuels 
·and 'spent fuel elements, (2) illustrating the prino~ples 
and charac.ter1st1cs .. of the rotating disc contaotor·, and 
(3) showing the effect of .ee_veral variables on the 
efficiency of th~. rotat,.ing ,di_9-c_ c.ontaotor, 
. c·onf1rma.t1on .of the Design. · Th~ original design·· of 
Fard C 32) was ohec·k~d for meohanica1·· soundnea·s and ease of. 
·.tj~onstruction. · A numb~i't of · improvements were made and these 
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changes are describ~d with respec~ to the or1g1na~ deiign 
and the operation or both the rotat1rii.r disc contactor aD:d 
entire extraction un1t. 
Construction of the Extraction Unit. The Department 
of Chemical $ng1neer1ng has a well-equipped machine shop . 
which maq.e. it possible for most of the conatruct16n to be 
done at the. site of construction.· Some tools were obtained 
from the Department of Mechanical Engineering. The .equip-
ment was .constructed 1n the following order: (1) all 
structural steel for the tank rack, valve rack, and col-
umn supports, (2) preparation of tanks, (3) rough 
piping on tanks and tank ~ack, (4) instrument panel, 
(5) . installation of pumps, control valves, and control 
instruments, (6) installation of columns, (7) comple-
tion of process piping, f8} installation of air piping 
and air compressor, (9) installation of electrical 
wiring, and (10) completion of column assemblies. 
Selection of a Ne~ Liquid System. The system water-
methanol-tr1chloroethy~ene was chosen to replace the orig-
inal system water-acetone-carbon tetrachloride. The 
reason for . this cha~ge was to eliminate safety hazards 
that were prevalent in the original system. 
Operational Procedures. Each extraction column 1s· 
designed to· operate oounterourrently. That is, the light 
phase_ enters the bottom of the column and flows upward 
through the heavy phase which enters the top or the column. 
The feed mixture. 1a the dispersed phase. The solute 1s 
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transfered by intimate contact of the two phases. Provis-
ions are made to operate the two columns (1) ind1v1duallJ 
{2) · multiple contact with the raff1nate of one column 
being use.d a _s the feed :for the other column, and (3) 
countercurr~nt where the feed· enters one column and the 
solvent enters the other column with a t~ansfer of the 
phases.between the two columns. Detailed procedures were 
prepared for these operations and also for .moving the ·liq-
uids fro~ one storage tank to another. A thorough know-
ledge of the flow diagram {Figure 17) 1~ necessary for 
an unde~stan~ing of these ·directions. 
_Operation of the Rotatin5 Disc Contactor. Details 
o~ ihe actual operating ~echniques for ·the rotating disc 
oontactor were developed and a.re listed along with several 
safety · precautions and equipment limitations·. Calcuiat"ions 
showing the the6retic~l feed and product compositions and 
flow rates are also listed. 
Purchase Spec1f1cat1ona 2 Equivalents, and Costs. The 
purchase _spec1f1cat1ons as prepared by Puyea.r(93) were 
brought up to data and spec1f1cat1ona prepared for ad-
ditional e~u1pment that was ordered {Appendices A and B). 
These specif1cat1ona constitute the .complete list of 
materials for this project. The list or ~quivalents and 
costs were ·also up-dated. The list of equivalents relates 
the actual items ordered to.the items originally speci-
fied. All costs as 11sted on the "ind1v1dua1 company 
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invoices were tabulated and totaled. · ·The lists of' equi-
valenta and costs as well as copies of the purchase 
specifications and original design are on file in the 
office of the Chairman of the ' Department of' Chemical Eng-
ineering, Missouri School of Mines .and Metallurgy • 
. Redes15n and Construction . 
The ori'g1na.l design o·f Fa.rd (32 ) and Puyear(89) was 
checked for soundness and simplicity of operation. Sev-
eral changes in the des1g~ are discussed in this section, 
part.1oularly where these . changes affect · the operatt,on . of 
the rotating disc contaotor. 
Pu.lee Extraction Column. The pulsed, sieve-pla.te 0 
extraction column is ma.de of four-inch diameter, double.-
strength Pyrex glass and is 76 inches tall. A total or 
35 sieve plates are used in this column. Improvements 
in the original .design ot·F~~(32 ) were made by Vetter 
and will be discussed in hie thesis. No attempt is ma.de 
to describe thes~ changes except where they directly a.r-
fect the operation of the rotating diso oontaotor. 
. . 
Rotating Disc Contactor. The rotat1n~ disc oontac-
tor 1s a three-inch diamet,er, double-strength Pyrex glass 
· column with a total,· height of 68 inches. Donut-sha.pped 
rings ·form . column compartments and.rotating discs are 
centered in each compartment. A total of 17 compartments 
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are used with discs in fifteen or these compartments. No 
discs were placed in the top or bottom compartments to 
enable the liquid phases to separate before leaving -the 
column. The major changes ~n the original design(34 ): of · 
this column are in the design and construction of the top 
and bottom assemblies for the rotating.shaft. Minor changes 
have also been made in other parts of the column. A 
photograph of the rotating disc contactor ls shown in 
Figure 5. 
Top . and Bottom Construction. In the original design 
by Fard(34 )~ the column shaft was connected to and supported 
by the motor shaft while the free end was positioned in a 
conical brass block on the base plate of the column. This 
was re_designed by extending the shaft through a packing 
gland in the base plate and supporting the end of the shaft 
in a thrust bearfng while an .universal joint was designed 
(see Figure 9) to connect the shaft to the shaft on the 
variable-speed d_rive motor.· Provision was · made for a i'ine 
a~justment of the position of the bearing in the bottom 
assembly. This insures the alignment of the shaft. The 
detall~d final design is shown 1n Figure 6. Note that 
the packing glands are identical at both the top and bot-
tom of the column with the exception that the bottom shaft 
.support is attached to the bottom packing gland~ T~flon 
is used as the packing material. ~etail of the packing 
gland is shown in r1gure 7. The reason for locating the 
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Figure 5. The R?tat1ng Disc Contactor 

















0 4 ·holes drilled 90° apart a.nd tapped for 
8- 32 size scr·ews, .1'' long for attaching to 
. . . 2 I 
bottom packin .g gland. ·' 
PART A SIDE VIEW, 1- copper pipe.., o. o. = 1'. 625"; 
w a 11 thickness = 0. 072" ;,, 
no top view shown for PART A. 
.-:,---2 openings 180° apart for tightenin.g brass nuts 






PART B: TOP VIEW, the thrust bearing fits into 
""::;: the top of this piece. O. D. of thrus.t 
' 
----~ bearing =1,0625''. Diarriet,ers· shown In . 
1 ,, 1 ,, ,, 
,f i g u re .a re : - , 1 - a n d 1 2. ; r esp ec ti v e I y 




o.-·---·--~.--,·---3holes .drilled 120°apart and 
I tapped_ ·for 6-32 size set 0 ..---, ~ screws for positioning the 









3 holes drilled ·120° apart, offset 
90° from above set screws, 
and · tapped for 4 - 36 size 
SC rew s to hold PART c, 
PART B: s IDE VIEW, brass 
stock, for hold!ng 
thrust bearing. 
. PART C: TOP 
PART C : 
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' I • ! ~1_:_: ___ __.~__._: ..... ;: 
(angle of cut not cri~ical) 
Packing nut 
( m ad e f r om b r a s s st o c k) 
TOP VIEW 
1 '' e=rOJJ [JJJ .,....___ brass nuts 
@ @. 3" 
-16.R 
NOTE: Two packing assemblies required. 
Assembly for bottom of column is 
machirled (dotted lines on packing 
gland & nut) to fit inside a 1..!." 
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_copper pipe which supports the 
bottom shaft assembly. 
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bottom shaft support outside the column proper·is that 
chlorinated hydrocarbons such as carbon tetrachloride or 
trichloroethylene have poor lubricating charact~r1at1cs 
and in the original design excessive wear could have 
occured. 
pta tors and Sta tor Sup'ports. The eta tors ( 34 ) are 
yellow brass rings with an out~ide diameter of 2-15/16 
inches, an inside diameter of 1-15/16 inches, and a thick-
ness ~f 1/8 inch. The ~tators are spaced 2-3/4. inches 
apart and are supported on three 3/16-inch. brass rods. 
Bushing stock ls used to support the stators on the brass 
rods. This bushing stock, inside diameter is 3/16.inch, 
1~ cut into 1/2-lnch lengths,. tapped and threaded for 1/8-
inch, 6--32 brass set screws. Thus the stator spacing can 
be-changed _rapidly and easily. The material of construction 
was changed from red brass to yellow brass since no sup-
plier could be found who handled red brass. For this same 
reason the stator support rods were changed from monel rod 
to brass. The bueh1ng stock was used instead of thread-
ing the support rods for ease of construction. Compart-
ment height wa.s r~duoed from three ip.ches as originally 
spec1f1ed(34) to 2-3/4 inches. to allow settling zones at 
the top and bottom of the column. Also ,to facilitate set-· 
tling, no·rotors are present in the last compartments at 
each end of the column. Thus ther·e are 17 compartments 
but only 15 rotors in the column. {see Figure 8) 
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Figure 8. Close-Up View or Rotating Disc contactor 
· . Showing Column Comp~rtment and Rotor Disc 
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Rotors and Column Shaft. The.rotors are-yellow brass 
discs, outside diameter of 1-1/2° inches, inside ·diameter 
of 1/2 inch, and th1clm.ees of 1/8 inch. S1nce_protrus1ona 
on t~e rotors are to be avoided, the rotors are ~eparated 
with le~gths of 1/2-inch copper pipe inatjad of the Jam 
nuts Qn a threaded shaft as originally sjecified(34). ·The 
we~ght of the rotors and spacers is sufficient to prevent 
any slippage as the shaft is rotated. ·The column shaft· 
1s 1/2-inch diameter Number 316 stainless steel rod, 82 
inches long·. A braas shaft was originally specified but 
was .bent·quring shipment and could not be used. The stain-
less steel shaft was 9bta1ned from the Mechanical· 
~ng1neer1ng Department. The column is designed so that 
the shaft and rotor discs rotate at speeds between 400 
and·500 revolutions per minute. Figure 8· is a photograph 
showing the stator.rings and a rotor disc. 
Universal Joint. A universal joint was designed to 
connect the center shaft o~ the column to the variable-
speed drive.motor shaft. This joint uses leather discs 
to give the flex1b111ty of movement required. The detail 
drawing is shown ,in Figure 9. 
Motor and Column SUEEOrt. The column supports and 
the motor support or1g1naily apeoif1ed(~5} were combined 
into one . unit for s1mpl1oity. The motor supportp made of 
angle iron is boited to the concrete post in the unit 
operations laboratory. The upright column supports are 
- 6 
~" __ rad t us 
11 LEATHER DISCS 
(five required) . 
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note A· .1" x 1:' 
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note B: }" LENGTH 3 .. OF 16 BRASS 
note c: CENTER SHAFT & MOTOR 
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__J- _____ ___:f. 
FRO_N T_ VIEW 
(column supports npt shown) 
LIST OF MATERIALS 
Column support bases. ~_QR~.I.~§ ~LASS 
item 729890 (Item no. C - 22). 
Steel pipe. 2'; 0. D .• ·a r Ieng. 
II 
3,, x ,, . 1 ,, Angle iron. 3 x 4 . 18 long, bolted 
to concr~te post with 4 - ! ,, screws. 
' II N . I/ II 
Angle iron, 3 x 3 x .1.. 24. long. 
4 
~ 1' . 1 // 
Steel strap. 3 x - . 11- long. for 
4 2 
mounting variable-speed mo.tor. 
All bolts. nuts. washers, and caulking 
anchors are i'' 
a· 
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two-inch. diamet·er steel pipe and by attaching ·them directly 
to the motor support they eliminate the need for braces on 
the motor support. Details of: this support are shown in 
Figur.E? 10 • 
Tanks and Tank Rack. · The five-tier tank racks for 
distillation (10 · tanks) · a:r:id extraoti9n ·, ( .5 .tanks) as 
or~ginally designed by Puyear(.90) ~nd Fard(36) were com-
bined into one unit w1 th three sets of . ·uprights. Also 
for ease of construction, two 3/8".'"inoh bolts w~re used at 
each joint .of the angle iron instead of a welded ·connea-
tior1;~ The I-beams used as .horizontal supports for the 
tanks were held . in plac~ with one bolt at ea~h support • 
. ~rocess piping f~om the tanlts was planned so that .~s much 
of it as possible _was placed between the extraction .tanks 
. anq. ·the· d1st°11lation tanks in the _9enter of the tank rac}{. 
This left the· ends ·or the tank raok open so that. the . sight 
glasse·a on . the ·tanks oan be clearly seen.. Piping was kept 
from the back of the tank rack so that the tanks could be 
remoyed or r _eplaced if necessary. No notches were out 
in the I-beams(36) to poaiti~n the tanks as the .process 
piping serves ·. thi_~ sanie ·purpose. A~so .the weight of the 
tanks and their contents make :them very dirr_ioul t to move 
any distance~ Figure 11 is a. photogr_aph of . the tank rack-, 
· Control .Valves and Valve Rack. The three control 
valves for the fe.ed and solvent on the extraction 'unit 
(32) are' mounted on an extension of the valve rack for 
... 68 ~ 
.~igure ll .• E.xtraotion and. D1·st1llat1on Tank Rack 
. . . . . 
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the distillation unit. This rack is- mounted. on the front 
of the tank rack and consists of two parallel angle irons 
running the length of the tanl{ rack. The control vales 
fit in_between the ang~e irons . and are bolted to them with 
·' 
.four 5/16-inch bolts. The' control valves, .FRC v-1, Y=,g_, 
and V-3 correspond to the rotameters and iel-0-Set re-
cor~ers, FRC - 1, 2, and 2.• Figure 12 is a photograph 
of the control valves and valve rack and it also shows 
the pumps and pump rack J:?eneath the valve rack. 
Rotameters and Rotameter Rack. The three controlling 
rotazµeter·s, FRC - 1, 2; and 3, are mounted on a rack to 
the left of and attached to the tank rack. This rack is 
.~hown in Figure 13. The rotamete!'s -are attached to the 
rack with brass U-bolts at the top and_ bottom of the in-
struments.. The four indicating rotameter.s ( 32 ) are .mounted 
on the instrument panel ( see Figure 15) ;• These four 
instruments have no control elements. A photograph of 
the indicating rotameters and rack is found in Figure 14. 
· PumEs and Pump Rack. The s~x pumps used in the ex~ 
traction unit{ 36 ) are mounted on the floor beneath the 
valve rack (see Figure 12). The aix distillation pumps 
(90} are mounted.on this same rack. The rack consists of 
two parallel lengths of arigle iron bolted to the flbor 
with braces. Construction is essentially the same as 
·indicated by Puyear(90). 
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Figure 12. Control ·valves, Pumps, and Support Racks 
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n·ote A: The e ncfs of the back brace 
a r. e cut • heated. a n ~ -b en t 
to the proper angles to fit 
into place. 
note e: Right- angl ~ _qra c k'et s a re 
. m ad e fro m ·1 i'' I e n g th" s ~ f 2 .. 
a ng I e iron .an d a r- e 1.n e d 
to anther. the r-·ack. 
note c: .1.'' bolt hol~s drilled for 
. 4 
mounting controlling roto-
m et er s F R C · - 1 , 2. & . 3 • 
.. 




1 Angle ir_on. 2// x 2 .)( -1.. 75. 4' 
-long. 
,, II 1" 351"' 2. Angle iron, 2 x 2 x 4• . 2 
long, 
-~ If l " 1 Angle iron. 2X 2 x 45 
4 
long. Note that one side of 
the angl~ is cut off and the -
other bent in (see note A). 
3 Angle iron •. 2''x· 2 ... x 1'' 
1 ,, 
4• 1-2 
long. {see note B ). 
• 11 
Bolts on . rack itse.lf are· 1. 
8 
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Figure 14. Rotametera and Rotameter Rack 
For Extraction Unit 
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Instrument Panel •.. The .instruments cm the pa·nel board 
were relocated from .. the position~. originally specif.ied by 
Fard(:36). and.:ruyear{9l) to improve the appearance of the 
board and. the. aocesa.ib~l1 ty of the instruments. The new 
location of· the instruments is shown in F.igure 15. A flow 
diagram in C?lored: ·plastic is ~ounted on the panel board 
and gives visual.understanding of·the flow pattern. All 
major pieces of equipment and control instruments ·are 
shown·on this diagram. The front of the panel board is 
shown in ·Figure 16.· Two braces of 2 ·inch x 2 inoh x·l/4 
inch angle. iron were connected between ~he top o.f the 
instrument parj.el and the uprights on. the tank rack. This 
insures complete rigidity of the.structure •. The .Panel 
framer· i~ of welded. construction so t~t it will be rigid. 
The. panel board, itself\ is a 5/8-inoh steel plate, 11 feet-
six ·1nches long by·5 feet-7-1/2 inches tall, and is, attach-
ed to. the frame with. 3/a..:.1nch, ·flat-head bolts spaced every 
six .inches along the.edge of the panel .. 
Processinf5Pip1ng •. All process piping is 1/2-inch 
copper pipe with copper or brass solder;...jo1nt fittings. 
Brass globe valves. are used throughout. Th.ese valves are 
numbered ·to correspond to the numbers on the schematic . 
flow diagram .(Figure 17)~ Ful-Flo filters with replace-
able cotton-f-1berliners are installed in the inlet lined 
to all of the pump.a - By-pass lines are provided around 


























A F1ow Dia9ram M~de of Plastic is A.~tached . to the lJ,rp·: Center of the Penel Board 
The Panel. 8021rd is Con-structtfd <dl _;: 
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A - FI - 2, Rotameter 
B Fl-4. " .. 
C FI- 1, 
D FI- 3, 
E Val'iable-Speed Drive 
for Rotating Disc 
F .FRC -1, iel-O-Set 
G FBC - 2, 
H FRC - 3, ., 
J RDC Motor switch 
K PC " 
L .. M T·R Temperature 
Recorder 
M T R C - ·1, Te I - 0 - Set 
N TR _c ·-4, , . , 














PR - 1, 
LLI C - 2 
FR- 1, 2 " " 
FR- 3, 4,,, 
Feed1 Extract., Pump S w i"tches 
Circulating Extract. 
Feed, Pump Switcheas 
·Raffinate, Circulating 
RaHiniste, Pump Swit. 
Di s··ti II ate Return, 
· Ref I u x, Pump s w i t c hes 
Dist i I late, Feed, Pump· 
Switches 
Bottoms, Bottoms 
Return, ·Pump SVvitche s 
P.re s sure In d i q1 t or 
FI- ·5, Ro tameter 
TRC-2, circular Chart 
Recorder 
T RC - 3 
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Figure 16. The Instrument . Panel · 
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removed from the process lines. The pumps.were not pro-
vided with by-passes. Copper tees with a plug in one·arm 
of the straight run were used as elbows in approximately 
one-hal:f or the bends.· This will enable future expansion 
of the unit with a minimum of trquble. 
Instrument Air. · Instrument air is supplied by an 
Ingersoll-Rand, 2-stage, air comp~essor. 
is equipped with inner and a:fter coolers. 
T;h.1 s. compre as or_ 
The air pres-
sure at the compressor exit is 200 pounds per ·square inch, 
gage, and is expanded to 60 pounds per square inch, gage, 
after be1Uf3 filtered. The air :flo~ts through a 2-inch gal-
vanized pipe to a 2-inch copper header located on the back 
of the instrument panel. From this header the air 1e 
transported to the control instruments through 1/2- and 
1-inch copper pipe and 1/4-lnch polyethylene tubing. Be-
fore entering the instruments the air is :filtered a second 
time and expanded to 20 pounds per square inch, gage. A 
photograph of the back of the instrument panel· shows th~ -
air header, the backs ?f the control instruments FRC-1, 
2, and 3, the air pressure regulater, and also some o:f. 
electrical conduit~. Also on the right of the picture is 
the process piping to the indi_catlng rotametera __ ( see Fig-
- ure 20). Figure 18 also shows a picture or the air 
compressor and the electrical w1ririg, water lines (for 
cooling), and the- 1-inch air line to the overhead header. 
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Figure 18. Air Compressor, Water and Air 
Piping, and Eleotr1oal Wiririg 
·-· 79 ·"'."' 
. Electrical Wirin5. All electric~_l· ·wiring was revised . 
from· Puyea·r.'s o~iginal ~1or,k(9~,) to comply wi~h the National 
Board of Fire ·Underwriters' ·. Electrical Code ·. .Thin-wa.11· 
conduit ,fas u~eci ex~ensively., Wiring. t~o~ghs. wE?tre. used 
i'or the wiring of. the pump switches and .PumP: mot~rs. These 
tro.ughs t\1ere_. _located on the back of the. instrument panel 
frame a;nd' on the fromt of 'the valve 'rackt _ respectively. 
Flexible armored cable-conduit was used between .the w:1r1ng 
• ., ' •••:',,'• ' I ' • • 
t~ough on the valve· rack and the pump motor's • . -A wiring 
schematic diagram .is shown in Figure 19 •. The electrical 
• • I • 
wiring and the instrument air header.are shown in Figure 
.20. Also reference is made to Figure 12 which shows the 
wiring trough on. the front of. the valve rack ·and the 
. . 
flexible conduit. betwee·n this trough and the ·pumps. 
Temperature Control. Although the extraction· unit 
.. 
is de~igned to operate at room temperature .and no g-0ntrol-
ling o.:r the extraction temperature is possible ·under the 
,present design, thermocouple ~ells hav~ been installed 
. . 
in all eight _process lines inlet and exit the two ex.trac-
. tion _co·lumns. · The thermocouples . installed in these wells 
are connected to the multipoint temperature vecorder, 
MTR-1, and o~oupy .points one t}J.rough _eight ' with the dis-
tillation column u9.ing the other eight points. Figure 21 
shows the construction of . the. thert4ocouple . \·lel·lsi whi·l,e· .. 
Figure 22 shows the order of numbering of the le.ads pn. 
the extraction columns and their po~itions in the 
sour/./ 
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DEPARTMENT OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 
Ml.SSOURI SCHOOL OF MINES & METALLURGY 
ROLLA, MISSOURI 
\A./ l'RI NG, ~C.\·H:MA-r1c.. 
~.:)~ 
D \ s TILLf1TlvN - E '>{TRnc.r,oAt 
SYSTEM 
SCALE: NOA/£. DATE,,-'"' CASE NO: .~f!:> 
DRAWN BY: /l,1 l'Jl'IJZ FILE NO: ~*?t::). 
CHECKED BY:~,.'.¥. cf'- / ;i..-,';l,·.j7' FIGURE NO: I? 
APPROVED BY: 'ff./... I J- JI- ,;'1 SHEET NO: I 
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Figure 20. Bae.It of the Instrument Panel 
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t" COPPER TUBING--~ 
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I i:::i ~ 
J 
·~ / 
i-" COPPER FLOW. LIN£ 
NOTE·: ALL JOINTS ARE SOLDER-CONNECTED 
A SHORT SECTION OF BRAZING ROD IS USED TO 
SEAL THE BOTTOM OF THE COPPER TUBING. THIS 
WELL IS FILLED WITH OIL BEFO~E THE THER~O-
COUPLE WIRE IS _INSERTED. 
DEPARTMENT OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERIN6 
MISSOURI SCHOOL OF MINES & METALLURGY 
ROLLA, MISSOURI 
THERMOCOUPLE WELLS 
FOR EXTRACTION UNITS 
SCALE: NONE DATE ~ASE NO: 60 
DRAWN BY: R,A.L.. l-16 • 6" FILE NO: 490 
CHECKED BY: l-1f. M J -1,.4 .,". FIGURE NO: 21 
APPROV~D BY: / -~(. o/t/61J SHEET NO: 1 
o"t S Tl LL A Tl ON 
COLUMN 
LEADS INSERTED INTO 
WELLS ON EACH PLATE 
LE ADS INTO TERMINAL BOX 
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LEADS INSERTED INTO WELLS IN 
INLET AND EXIT FLOW STREAMS 
NOTE; LEADS A AND a· ARE 
CONNECTED TO RECORDER-
C O NT ROLLE R S T .R C - 1 A N D 
TRC • 2 ON DIST I.LL AT ION 
SYSTEM. 
LEADS PASS FROM 
TERMINAL . BOX . INTO 
MULTIPOINT TEMPER AT URE 
RECOR DER. 
DEPARTMENT OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 
MISSOURI SCHOOL OF MINES & METALLURGY 
ROLLA. MISSOURI 
LOCATJO N A ND NUMBERING 
OF THERMOCOUPLE LEA _DS 
SCALE: NON c DATE 
DRAWN BY: R.A. L. i, 11, -60 
CHECKED BY: /(. 'Ji M. J. .. /() -1,d 
APPROV~O BY: /\{, S-/f/~t> 
CASE NO: 60 
FILE NO: 490 
F16URE NO: 22 
SHEET NO: 1 
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connection box. '.J'his oonnect1on box enables tp.e tempera..:. 
ture .recorder itself to be removed without the thermocoupl'e 
w;res 1::H~ing · mixed up since' the leads are numbered_ in .the 
instrument and also .in the b9X-. . The .-thermocouple wire tips 
were made by _ fusing the ends of the .two _wires togetper with 
i welding to~ch.· 
Sample Taps. Sample taps are. lo~at.ed .at · t .J?.e base. of 
the liquid-level sight . glasses on all storage tanks •. Ad-
ditional sample ta:ps are locate.d ·in the extract and 
. . . .. 
raffinate lines so. that samples may_be taken. for analysis. 
·Materials 
Th~ complete list .of materials f.or this project, in-
cluding both·· t4e extraction and dist111a tion· equipment, 
is contained in the Purchase Specifications. Fuyear(9~) 
listed the original equipment orders in his thesis. Two 
additions to this list have been made·, the first 1n-~Dec-
ember, 1°958, and the second in January,, 1960, These two 
additions are Appendices A and B respectively of this . . 
thesis. In audition the . . Chairma~"' of the Depart_ment.; 9f , 
Chemical Engineering, Missouri : School. of . Mines and ~ie.t.-
allurgy, h~s a complete file of. all pU!'chase spec1f'1cat1ons 
for this pr,qject. A list of cost~ i~ also on file with 
. ·' , . 
th~_~epartment Chairman. 
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Selection of a New Liquid System 
Due to the toxiei ty of the. carbon tetrachloride and 
th~ volatility of acetone (see Table VIII) the original 
·11qu1d system of water-acetone-carbon tetrachl~ride(31) 
· was changed. The choice of a different liquid eystem was 
li~ited by factors such as·: (1) the syatem must be oom-
wle~ely. non-hazardous rrom a radiation standpoint as the 
unit ie for instructional purposes and sheilding would 
preyent visual inspection of the operations; ·(2) all 
flow lines and column internals ·are constructed of copper 
or brass which eliminate-a heavy-me.tal solutions and all 
other me~ia requiring acidic extractants; (3) · the ~nit 
must be safe fr.om a fire, explosion, or toxic standpoint 
since students. will be working in other parts of the unit 
operations laboratory also; (4) the system must be read-
ily susceptible to both extraction and distillation to make 
full use of the equipment. The system water-methanol-
trichloroethylene was rinally chosen. Methanol though more 
toxic than ace~one (see Table VII) has been safely used 
in the unit operations ·laboratory for over twelve · yea.r.s. 
Trichloroethtlene is the least toxic of all the chlorinated 
hydrocarbon ~olvents. Equllib~ium data fbr th~s system, 
conplete with equilibrium tie-line data at 20, 35, and 50 °c 
. . . ~ 
were found(lO~) •. (see Tables IV, V, VI, VII, and VIII). 
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Operational Procedures 
ttith the maze of pipes and valv~s ~ecessary. to oper-
at~ the extraction unit, it. is imperative that one. be 
· ramiliir with the schematic flow diagram (Fig~re i7) 
and also spend some time tracing 1ines in the ·u~1t -1tself. 
:Flor clarity all globe valves have been tagged with small 
inet~l tags on . which code number a have been s-tamped ~ These 
code. numbers corre.spond to . the , numbers on the flow diagram. 
By-.pass valves are identified on.ly by the letters B. P. 
and should be kept closed at all times during.normal op-
eration. To use the by-pass clO~$ the globe valves on 
each side of the control instrument and open the by~pass 
valve.· The ·two valves on either side o:r the instruments 
which are open under ·normal operation are marked FLOW. 
There are six types of operation possible with the 
two extraction columns: (1) pulse column, single contact; 
(2) rotating disc contactor? single contact; (3) multi-
contact~ pulse column to rotating disc contactor; (4) 
multlcontact,'rotating disc contactor to puls~ column; 
(5) countercurrent, pulse column to rotating d1.sc contac-
. I 
tor; and (6) countercurrent, rotating disc conta.otor 
to .pulse column. Single cont~ct means that the column is 
· operated alone. Multicontact means that solvent is added 
. , .. . 
to both columns .. with the raf:finate from one column serving 
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as _the feed for t~e S$cond co.iu.mn. Countercur~ent flow. 
means . that the solvent enters one column with the e·xtract ·· 
from ·that column serving as the solvent for the s~cond 
column while the feed enters the second ·c9lumn and its 
ra~fina.te serves as the feed for the.:rirst column • . Flow 
·patterns fdr· these six ca~es are given as are patterns for 
the transfer of liquids between the: storage . t,an~s in the 
unit. A synopsis of the valve positions for thea~ cases 
is givep in Table X. 
Pulse Column 2 .Single Contact. Metha.nol-trichloro-
·ethylene mixture from the feed tanlt flows through X-34 
into the feed pump which pumps it through FRC .- 3 and X-5 
into the top of the pulse column. Water flows from the 
solvent _tank through X-36 into the solvent pump which pumps 
it up thr~ugh F,RC-1 and X-16 into the bottom of -the column. · 
The methanol-rich water phase leaves the top or the column 
through X-2 and X-17 and is pumped by the extract pump up 
· through FI - 1, X-23, and x-22 into the extract tank number 
one. The methanol-depleted trichloroethylene leaves the 
bottom of the column through x-12 _and is .pumped by the raf-
finate pump through FI - ·2 and X-28 into the raffinate tank. 
Rotating Disc Contactor, Sin5le Contact... The fe~~ : 
mixture flows from the feed tank through X-34 into the feed 
pump which pumps it through FRC - 2 and~ into the top 
·of the column. Water !'lows from the solvent tank through 
.. 
X-36 into the so.lvent pump which :Pumps it through FRC - 2 
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TABLE X 






















































































































Rotating Disc Contactor, Single Contact. 
Countercurrent, Pulse Column to R. D. Co 
CounterCureent, Ro Doc. to Pulse Column. 
Mult1oontact, Pulse Column to Ro D. c. 
Multicontact, R. D. c. to Pulse Column •. 

















All valves not indicated as open on this table 
are closed· during ·operation. 
All bypass valves (marked B.P,) are closed. 
All valves marked FLOW are open when the control 
instrument with which they are associated is 1n 
use ·during the operation. 
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·and x..;15- into the bottom o:f. the. column. The ~ethanol-rich 
extract leaves _ the top of _ the -~olumn_ ·.through . x.;;.1 :_'and x-17· 
1:nto the extr~ot pump which pu'mp~ ;t up .thr.ough ·;FI , - _:1, 
X-123; and ,·X-25 1rito_(7~tract. :tank number: one. · . "The ra.ffinate 
leaves · ~he _bottom of. the colu~rr through : X-11~ and flows 
· into .. the raf.finate pllmp y1:q.icl~ · pumps ,it . through FI - 2 ,and 
into the raffinate t~nk._ 
Mul ticontact, Pulse. Column: to . Rotating · Disc Contactor ... 
·The feed mixture flows from the feed ~ank through X-34· into 
the feed p_ump whlqh pumpsi'>it _up thr9
1
ug:q FRC · ... 3 . ~nd X-5 
· · into - the . top of · the column~ ~- Wa~er . flm~s · from · the sol verit 
tank t:qnough X-36 , into th:e-.~ solvent pump, . tpe_n .. through FRC - 1 
,.· .· . . 
and X~l6 into .. the bottom .of\ the_ Pl:}lse colll$1,- . ~nd ·:· slso:·: the 
the solvent floNs through.- FRC - 2 .'. and X-15 <:into<the bottom 
· o~ the rqtat~ng disc· ._contactor • . >, ~he raffinate··:;from i· the _.-_ 
bottom Of the . pulse column· _fl·O~·lS through : X-J.:1 in:to.<:.th~. cir- . 
cula.t_ing- raffinate ·pump .which ::- ~encis itthrough ' X-21, FT - 4,; 
· and X-7 ini:io the top ;._ o:f :the rotati!),e; d~sc _. contact9~·-·as a . 
feed.· The. extract -from · the · top · or : th~ <·pulse column,. flows· 
. : . . . ... , . . . . 
. . · . . · . ' 
. . . -
·_through x-;1_ and x...:17 ·1nto the . extra.ct pump whi~h _pumps --it : 
_ through FI : - ·it x-23, a~d x.;..25 . into>:e~t~act ·~ tank ._ number . 
one. · Tl'le. extract f'r·om· the ·:top .of .t}?.e : rotating disc . cqn-
ta.ctor flm·is throug3:1 .&:.g '_ -fnto the· circulating . extract· pump 
which pumps ·. it · thro,ug1;1_ FI ._ ·- . 2 , ·; x .. 18, and · x..;. 30 · ·1:ntC?, ext.ract 
. tanlr number two. · The raffinate from the bottom: of the 
• :: y • ... 
.. 
rotating disc cqntactor flo,·iS. through x-14 into · _the raffinate 
- 90 9". 
pump which pumps 1 t through · FI - 3 a.nd x-28 in.to the 
raff!na te tanlt .. 
Mult1contact 1 Rotating Disc Contactor. to r-ulae Column. 
·The feed mixture flow_s from the feed -tank. through X-34 into 
the feed pump which pumps it thro~~h FRC -. 3 and x-6 into 
·the top of the rotating 41sc contactor. Water flows· from· 
the solvent tank through X-36 1nto. tµe solve~t ~ump which 
pumps 1 t through FRC-·- l and X-16 into the bottom of .the 
pulse column and ~lso pumps solvent through FRC - 2 ~nd 
X-15 into the bott.om of the rotating disc oontactor. The 
·raffinate from the bottom of the_ rotating disc contactor 
~lows through X-13 into the circulating rafrinate pump 
which sends it up through x-21, FI - 4 2 and X-8 into the 
top of the pulse column aa a feed. The extract from the 
top of· th~ rot~ting disc contactor rlows thr~ugh !.:.! and 
X-17 into the .extract· pump which pumps it through FI - 1 1 
X-23, and X-25 into extract taµk number one. The extract 
flows from the top of the pulse column through~ ~nto 
the circulating extract ·pump which pumps it up through _ 
FI - 2, X-18, and X-30 into extract tank number two. The 
raffinate froni the bottom. of the pulse column flows through 
x-12 into the raff 1na. te pump and then through FI ·- 2; ~nd 
X-28 into the raffinate tank. 
Countercurrente Pulse Col~mn to Rotating Disc Con-
.tactor. The feed mixture from the feed tank flows through 
. . . . 
X-34 imto th~ feed pump which pum_ps it through FRC - 2 
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a~d X-5 into the top of the. ·pulse column. · Water from . the 
solvent tank flows through -X-36 into the .· solvent pump -whi:oh 
pumps it through FRC - 2 and X-15 into the bottoni of the 
· ot the rotating disc contactor. The extract. from the top 
of the rotating disc-contactor flows through &:g. into the 
·c1r~:mlating extract pump which pumps it through FI - 2 and 
x-10 into the bottom of the pulse.column as a solvent. The 
raffinate from the bottom of the pulse column flow_s through 
· x-11 into the cir1cula ting raffina te pump which sends 1 t up 
through x-21, FI - 4, and X-7 into _the top of the rotating 
di~c contact~r -as a :reed, The ~xtra.ct·from the top of_the 
pulse column :flows thr~ugh x-2-a.nd X-17 into.the extra.ct 
pump which pumps 1t through FI - 1, X-23, and X-25 into 
the extract tank number one. The ra.ffina.te from the bot-
~ . 
tom of the ro~ating disc contactor flows th~ough X~14 into· 
the ra:ffinate. pump which pumps it through FI - 2 and.X-28 
into the_ .raff ina te tank. 
_Countercurrent, ._ 'Rotating Disc Contactor to Pul-se 
Oolumn !t. The feed mixture ·flo·ws from the feed . tank through 
X~31 into the feed _pump which pumps it through -FRO - 2 and 
.&:§,· into ·the ·top of the rotating disc oontactor • . W£ter 
flows from the sol:vent tank through X-26 1n:t,o the e1olyent· 
pump which pumps it through FRO - 1 a.nd X-16 into the -bot-
tom of the r~tating d1so cont~ctor as a ·solvent. The 
raffinate from the bottom of the rotating disc contactor 
flows through X-13 into the · circulating raffinate pump_ 
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which.-pumps ·it thr.ou~h X-21, ·· FI .,·- 4, and ·.x~8 into the top 
of the pulse· column. as a feed~ The extract f'rom--the .top 
. _ .. , . . . . . . . . , . 
or the rotating disc contactor flows -from .-x-1 ·and .x..:.17 _ · 
1nto ·_the' :~xt·ract pump Which pumps it .UP .t~rough F_I .~ .·1,.-
i • • • • 
x-2;;, · and x-22--into extra.ct tank number one~ The raff'ina te 
. ' . 
from the ·bottom of the pul~e _c~1umn· flo,rn · thrOUf.5!1 x-12 
into the raff in.ate pump · and then up through J.."I ~ 3 · and · 
X·28 into the raffinate tank·. 
Move Extract From Tank One to .Tank Two·. By e;!av,-~y 
:flow only ·theextr~~t flows from extract tank number one 
through X-2Z, ·!:fill, and X-20 · into extract ta~k number :t:,wo. 
Move Extract From Tank. Two·. to Tank ·0ne. The· extract . 
~ . . .. 
· flows from _extract .tank ·_r;.umber two. through X-31 -into:·:· the 
.circulating extract pump which pumps· it up thrpu5h FI' - 2, 
. .. . 
x-18, ~' · and X-25 into :extra.ct tank numbe1., one. · , · · 
Move Raffinate Back to Feed Tank. The methanol- .. 
. . . • . . 
depleted _trichlor.oethylene· fl~ws by ·gravity from the :t•af-· 
. . . . ' . 
:f'ina.t~ ,·,.tank back to. the; fee,d. ,tank: .through- valves _x-29 'and·,:'. 
. . . ~ . . . . ·. . . ' . • . .,, . . . • . 
. . ··· ~· 
Move Extract ·to Distillation Unit. Move all extra.ct· 
• ..# . . ; 
from tank number two back, to . tank number -one ·· first. · Then · · 
.. . . • . .· 
the extract· _flo~is . :rrbm·-. tanlt···; riumber. one,, :thr:ough,.:';,X-2Z in'fj<? :·· 
the extrMt pll]llp which PumPs it ba,Ck through ~-h ruttl. ,x-26 , 
over to the .. d·tstillation unit through D_-10 .~nd/or· D-13-. 
into the· distillation :rfeed . tanks. 
' · . . ' . _. . .. . ' . . . 
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Move ·· Methanoi Bac-k From the .. Distillation Unit. .Methanol 
.·. 
(OverheadProduot) from the distillation unit flows from the 
. . 
dist1.llate . tanks throug~· D~19 ··and _-Q::gQ . into . the . d.1~t111ate . 
• • ' • '• ' ' • > ' • 1 • , . I • • •: ' 
. . . 
return P\.UPP: w.hich Ptlmpe .1 t through X-33 into: t:q~· ·.:reed t~nk • . 
. ·: r~o~~ ·.wa·te; . -~aok·.·~~m t~~ -~ist~1i'a.ti~n-··un1t. ·; ;Water. . 
(Bottoms Product) . . . -flows. from th~ bottoms storage_,.tanks 
through .n-22·, .D-25,: D-26·, ._ D-29; .and/or_ D-30 1:nto · the bottoms·· 
ret~rn ·pump : which. pumps it -through ~- into the s·ol vent 
tank •. 
. . Add- Methanol to the ·unit. Metpano·l ~s . added to the 
unit .. by attach~ng .the drum of metb.anol _ to t~e line _ at X-38 
whe~e the 11qu~d- :r+ow5.. in _ t9 .j;he . cira1:11~ting; raffinate pump 
which pumps . it th1':cfugh X-.22 · and X-32 ... 1-:ll.tO .- the . f 'eed tank • 
. . Or ~t may 'be a~ded _through x...;.3z into the:' ~1~.~·u1·ating 
extr~<lt· pump :wh~oh pumps 1 t . up through .~; x-~3, and 
. . . . . ... . . . . . . · 
X-26 to . the 41a_t1Jlat1on ·unit'. ~tthere .. it- _passeS" through D~lO 
and/or D-13. ,_to. the .41stillatio~: feed .· tanlts" ·, · . 
lidd . . Trfchloroethyi.ene To · the . Unit. . Triohlorq_ethylen·~ 
is added. to the .unit in_.the same manner. as the- methanol 
except it 1a never pumped to- the distillation_un~t. 
Operation of Rotating Disc Contactor 
. ·, 
Opera-t,ic;mal teclmlques characteristic .o_f · the irot~ting. 
disc conta.ctor built . for this unit have ·been developed.· 
.. . · · . ·. . . . . . ·. . . . 
Al:though :-,uride~ .. normal op~r~t1on the · column . is · e a·sentialiy 
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· ' 
safe, adherence to the techniqu~s·describe here cannot be 
stressed ·too much. Start-up and shut-down prooedu~es. have· 
.. 
been separated from the rest of the discussion in this section 
for easy reference. 
Start-up Procedure For the Rotating Disc Contactor. 
Be!ore attempting to start up the rotat1~g disc c9ntactor 
a number of items must be c_hecked. 
· 1. Be sure that the feed and solvent tanks are filled 
with liquids of the desired concentrations for the test . 
planned. Also see that the .extract and·raffinate tanks are 
empty·. 
2. Be sure all electrical circuits are connected to 
the· power source and that.no fuses are blown. 
3. Start the air compressor and, if neoessa~y, ad-
jus~ the pressure ~egulators on the control instruments 
:ror the extract-ion unit. The pressure at the· instruments 
should be exactly 20 pounds.per square inch, gage. 
4 .. Set the feed and $Olvent flow rates on the Tel-
a-set instruments to the-desired flow rates and ·turn the 
. . 
instruments on witl;l .the sw1tch located on to:i: ::or· each 
instrument behind the pan~l board~ 
5. Check the pa~king glands on the top and.bottom 
I 
of the column. One turn past finger-tight is ·sufficient 
to give a seal. 
·· · 6. · Open the globe valv.es corresponding to the _type 
of .. operat1on desired (see Table X) with the exception 
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of valves X-34 and X-36 on ·the feed and solvent tanks respec-
tively. · Keep these two valves closed until just bef.ore 
starting the test. Check and see that !!J:1, by-pass. and other 
valves not in use are ~ightly closed. Also check and see 
that valves marked FLO"W on the control instruments in 
use are· open. 
71 With the adjustment dial on the variable-speed 
drive set at zero~ turn on the rotating shaft motor and 
turn the.dial slowly to a setting of 5. Allow the shaft 
to rotate at this s~ow speed for two or three minutes, 
checking to see that the shaft turns freely and that the 
packing gland nuts· are still tight. 
8. Open valves X-34 and X-36 and turning on the 
solvent pump switch on the panel board allow the column 
to fill s~owly._ As the liquid level reaches the top· 
stator ring increase the rotor speed qu1ckly·to a setting 
of· 25 to 30 and stop the solvent pump. Check to see that 
the shaft is not vibrating during its rotation. rr any 
vibration is present .§!Qt~ MOTOR INSTANTLY by pressing 
the switch on the instrument panel. Allow the aha:rt to 
come to complete rest and then re-start the motor after 
first checking the packing glands. If no vibrations are 
present start the solvent pump again. 
9. Delar about 10 seconds after the column is filled 
with solvent to allow the extract line to prime itself 
and then turn on the extract, feed and raffinate pumps. 
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lOo By.throttling either the inlet or exit globe valves 
by hand, maintain the interface -between the two ltquid pl.ha.sea 
just below the feed inlet line at the top of the oolumno 
llo Check the control instruments and adju~t the flow 
rates ·if necesaaryo 
12. Keep a close watch on the rotating shaft and if 
ariy vibrations start, stOR ~motor~ ~o Check the 
pa~king gland nuts periodioallyo 
Shut-Down Procedure For the Rotating Disc :Contaogoro 
The.shut-down procedure on the rotating disc contactor is 
relatively simpleo Little or no loss in liquid will occur 
if the procedure is closely foll~wed. 
lo Close valves X-34.and X..036 on the feed and solvent 
tanks respectivelyo Then turn oft the feed and solvent 
p~pa. 
2o Tu~ off.the column motor and return the variable-
epeed dial to zeroo 
3o Allow about 30 seconds after the column has been 
drained past the outlet level on the bottom of the column 
and then shut off the extract and raffinate pumpso 
4o Stop the air compressor and shut off all switches 
on the Ta1-o .. set instruments o . 
5o Close all valves on the extraction unit. 
60 If desired~ drain the remaining liquid out of the 
column collecting it in a small pan. About a quart of liquid 
will be oolleotedo 
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Calibration of Variable-Speed Drive Gear. The rota-
ting disc ~ontac~or shaft motor is equipped with a variable 
spped drive gear. A hand-operated adjustment is lqcated on 
the panel board above ·the motor switch~ The adj~•tment 
gear is calibrated with numoers from zero to thiry-f1ve. 
The shaft speed was calibra~ed·against the dial numbers. 
These tests are tabulated in Table .X:I and the re~ul t.ing 
calibration curve in Figure 23 • 
. Critical Shaft Speed. An attempt was made to calcu-
late the critical shaft speed by theoretical equations. 
Critical shaft speed is defined as the point where the shaft 
speed corresponds to the natural·frequencies of the lateral 
vibrations of the shaft.· At this point, the shaft will 
y1brate violently and with increasing magnitude.· No cor-
relat1ori ~ould be found among several different equations 
with critical speed from 73 to 543 revolutions per eecond 
being calculated. The reason for the failure of these 
equations was that they were for horizontal shafts not 
vebtical ones. The critical shaft speed was determined 
by experimental means. The column was fi]led with water 
and the speed adjusted slowly until the critical zone was 
found. fflhe motor was then stopped and the shaft allowed 
to come to complete rest. The shaft was then started again 
and the speed adjusted slightly •• Vibrations occurred betwen 
180 .. and 280 revolutions .in all tests. Above 320 revolutions 
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TABLE XI 
. . •, '.. . . .. . . . 
· · Calibra.tion · of Variable-Spee·d Drive Gear · For· Rotating Disc Column Motor . 
·TEST. la .TEST 'b 2 .· TEST -3~ TEST 4b · 
Dial . Speed, . · ·Dial speed, Dia.1 Spee9-, 'Dial · Speed·, 
Setting rpm .Setting . rpm. · .. setting rp~. Setting rpm 
0 O· 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 -36 2 34 
4 69: 4 69 . 5 '84 5 .aa·. ··. 
6 104 6 104 
· 8 137 ·. 8 . 143 10 179 10 178· 
10 179 10 178 
12° · 214 12 209 15 258' is .268 · 
14' 2·49 14 247 
16 ·284 .16 284 20 338 20 352 
18 .- 317 . 18 318 
20 348 20 348 25 423 25. 423. 
··22 . 
. 386 . 22 378 
24 ·. 414 . 24 409 30 490 30 ·490 
26 438 26 1}40 
28 469 28 471 
30 495 30 494. 
.. '32 520 32 519 
a Test.performed .by increasing the rotor speed for each value'.. 
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DIAL SETTING ON VARIABLE-SPEED DRIVE GEAR 
Figure 23. Dial Setting on Variable Speed 
Drive Versus Speed of Column Motor Shaft 
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no vibrations were encountered.· However, in the critical 
zone,.· once the vibrations did. 'start the only ,iay. -to stqp · 
them was to. stop the motor and . allcn·T the shaft to come to· 
complete rest. The vibrations did11-,.!:t. stop whep. the -spe~d 
was ~~justed out of ih~:critical zone u~less the shaft was 
brought to rest first·. ·The critical· zone can be quiokl°y. 
by-passes· when· starting the·.motor with no adverse effects. 
Calibration of' Control Instrument a. All · cont.rol· in-
struments w~re calibrated originally at the f~ctory. They 
have been· checked and if :p.e~eesary aci.ju~ted. No calibration 
curves ·.have been prepared for the rotametera. · The maxim111...1n 
flow on .. the . con tro'iling rotameters t 'FRC -· 1, .=,g, and =.2_, 
iiC O .5 gallons per minute. -.and the ·1nstruments record· directly 
in flow units. T_he max1muin flo~is of· the indicating rota-
meteBs, FI- - l, -2, ~ 3, . and -4, is 1.-0 · gallon per· minu.te 
and the Beales on these in~trumenta are in per.oerit Qf 
maximum-flow or ·one hundred times the actual flow. 
·calculation of Feed and Product Concentrations. Since 
. . 
the extrao1?, or methanol-rich phase, .from the extraction 
,unit is to be used as the feed for the distillation unitt 
the concent~at~on of- the extra.ct phase must be· controlle~ • 
. Thia means not only the feed concentration b~t also the 
. . . . --. . . 
solvent-feed ratio is dependent upon ~he extract and its. 
concentration. An extract of 15 to30 mole per-cent 
. methanol is the· desired :feed concentration for the.·diatillation 
unit ·.with no trichloroethylene"present. 
- iOl -.-
·' 
A ser1.es of calculatlone were made. tc;>. determine the 
over·-all flow cond1.:t1o~s for.·the _· extraction unit~ L1m1--
. . ;,• 
tationa that had to be cbnsidered were: (1) all flow ~ate~ 
·. . . .. . ' . 
mus.t be great enough_ (o_ver 0~11 and _preferapI~f between 0.2 
and _'b.5 gal;ions _per: _llli'nute)_ so that . . they' can be measured 
by ·_t~e rotarrieters_, (2 _)·. the extract c9ncentratio~ mus~ be 
between 15 .o. ·and 25 .o mole· per_· cent methan_ol with less than 
o .• 5 mole per cent trichl·oroethylene .. so that the e.xtract 
.. · : . . .· . . - . 
can be used as feed fo;r the d1at111at1on un~t,. (3) the 
.. 
raffin[3.te .should be· ease~tially all.trichloroethylene with 
less than 1.-0 mole :Per ·--cent water and less than 6.o mole 
per ce~t methanol, _The oe.lculat1ons resulting· in _flow 
conditions which are·oompat~ble witp. the ·above ·11m1:tat1ona 
are as follows. 
. . 
. To insure countercurrent flow thr·ough ea.ch ·of th:~ 
c9l_1:1mns, the feed which_ e~ters the top of the . column must . · 
have a- greate~ ·fr~rJ,sity' tha~ the solve.nt. which enters th~ 
bottom of the .column. . Thus, assuming a linear relation 
betwee;n t_1:1e densi ti.es, the · lim1 ting oond1 t1on can be·~ · 
~~P,ressed as. 
where: @1 ~ density of wate,r; lb/pu ft. -
· d2 - ·density .of methanol, lb/cu.· ft. 
d 3 - .· density o.f' t~i'Chloroe_thylene, lb/cu ft. 
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weig~t :fraction water, 
. . ,, 
x2 · == ~eight :fraction'methanol. 
x3 . ==. . weig~t frac~i.Qn_ · t~1chlor9et~h~_lene. 
f, (suhs~ript) =. denotes :feed stream .. 
8 {subscript.) ·'= · denotes solvent stream, 
If· the s<:>l:vent · 1s pur·e w~ter, the a~ount, of water present 
1µ th~·feed siream will not·affect the answer for a li~it-
ing densi~y and the equat·i~n reduces.-to 
(18) 





Therefore at 1·~aat 31 weight .per cent ·trichloro·ethylene 
. ·. 
must be pre:seni' .to. insur~ a density' di:fference. 
. . 
Assume.40 gallons o:f,total feed mixture is to be used 
'a.nd that· the. :reffed fiow rate ·1a O. 35 gallon~ per miriute ( gpm) 
·l'rhile the feed .concentration ~.s: 
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. .. 
·mole %• wt %. vol % 
·water 10.0 -2.6 3 ... 1 
: 
methanqi : 5oi~o· 22,.a· 35·.·o·: 
.. "tric~o~o,ethyl_ena · ,:40.0; ·7_4.6 61._.9 · 
_or 'ca.lctilating·:the _ qua.nt1ties>of: ea.cli ·. :component' '.present . 
· . 3 · . . ·3 3 
.rt -·-H2~ -- = {g~1--r~~-d) -(!l.:J(r·t .·.a20·=: ) 
· ·· · (gal) (rt3 feed) . 
- . (40 )( ·. 1 ) (0.02i) 
. ' (7-. 48) ( 1 • 000 ) 
-~=/ .. -~ .16 
lb . ·Ji20 - (:rt3.· H20)(lb· · H:i)) 
. · . (ft3 H20) 
- · (.0-~16) (62.43-·X. 0 :~99823)-
. . ·· 1 
= 10·.0 
mole H2 o =· (lb :H20) (mole H20) 
. ( ·lb H20) 
= · (10, O:) ( . 1 ) · 
· · . ·c~a .• 021 
= o.·555 
Thus for the ;_: 40. ·gallons of total feed 
•. •• • • .j. •• • • 
cu .. ·ft 
water -· 0.-16 
methanol 1 .• 88 
.triohlo~o~t;hyl~n_e . ... _3.Jl 
5.~35 
: ;' lb 














Mow aasumi~g a raffinate- o_ompos·ition .of: 
mole.·% 
water .o.o 
.methanol · 4.0 
trichloroethyle~e 96.0· 















1 t is. seen .tl!ia.t all· of the: tr1chloroethy;.a$me is in the raf-
finate and s1nce .the co~cen~ration or the raff1nate ls known 
the amount of methano.l in the rafi'inate . can be. calculated by 
an- over-all- materiaJJ. balance-~·. 
lb MeOH (lb·TCE)(lb raff.)(lb MeOH) 
. (~b 'TCE ) (lb raff._) 
{24) .· 
- ( 304. 0) ( 100. 0) <-· 1. 0) 
( 99 • 0 }( 100 ~ 0 ) 





lb · moles· 
o.o 
3· ... >1·· ·• ~· ~ ; 




:2 , ·310 
·2~406 
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The . amount .of methanol present in the extr.act can then be 
. • 
. . 
calculated by a material balance around the extraction unit 
. . . 
if, as ·assumed previ.ously, the· solvent is pure water. 
· Moles Methanol 1n· · = Moles Methanol out · ( 25) 
2.90 . = · 0.096 + Moles Methanol in extract 
• I 
Moles Methanol in extract = 2.804 
or by a calculation similar to that for the _raffinate,. ·the 
quantities present in the extract are: 
moles lb· 
water 11.224 202.0 
methanol ·. 2 .804 89.8 
·trichloroethylene .. 0 .ooo o.o 
. llt-.028 291 .• 8 
Now the amount o·f' water used as the solvent c~n be calcula-
ted by · a mater~al balance around the ~xtraction unit • . 
lb water in = lb l'iater out 
10.0 + lb'water in solvent =. o.o + 202.0 
lb water in solvent · $ 192.0 
or ·moles water in solvent = 10,67 
., (26) 
All! qu~ntities and _concentrat~ons have been · ohecked by a 
graphical ma.terial.bala.noe as .illustrated .by Bull and Coli 
·(14) · 
· ··• · The number .of theoretical stages was also caloulateq. 
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_by, the .graphical .method of· ·Bull :and Col.i·(;t.4 ~: using the 
. . 
data ·:from Tables . IV and Vi· Less · than one ,theoretical· 
.stage .. i~ required· .for all. calculations·. 
. . . " . 
Flow rates of all streams were determined ·by calcula~ 
ting . the tote..l ·g~lJ:ons·of each stream -present a.nd dividing 
by the. time required _for .,the 40 _:gaiions of feed · flowing a:£ 
the assumed . feed· flow rate ·.· . The t .ota.l time required for· 
the experimental flows is: 
· min 
-
(gal feed)( miri . ) 
· -. (gal ~eed): 
= (4o .o)( . 1 ~ 
. . (0. 35 
= 114.3 
The solvent flow ·rate· therefore is:· · 
gpm . (lb H~) (rt3 Hyo) (5al) L.!.J . 
. ( lb H2 . )( :rt;> ) (min) 
(192.0) ( . 1 · · )(7.4~)( 1 ) 
. (~2.43 x 0.99823)( · 1 {114.3) 
. . 
= 0.20 
The raffinate flow rate is exp~essed aa: 
A) (ft3:~A) (ga3)( 1 ) 





where · A is any compon~n~ present in the raff1nate and the 
summation sign means the sum of the calculati'ons·for all 
components .present in the ra~f1nate. By au~st1tut1ng the 
values in this equationt the raXrinate flow r~te was found 
. . 
to be 0.14 gallons per'minute. This same. equation · (29) 
is applicable to the extract flow rate· and gave that · flow 
rate as 0.33 gallons per minute. 
The results of seven calculations to determine flow 
conditions are tabulated in TABLE Xll. Case .l through 6' 
are rejected from this table for not me.eting the require-
ments for flows and ·concentrations. Case 7 is the recom-
mended condition and the extract concentration from Case 7 




Summary of Calculated Flow Conditions For Extraction Unit 
Case 
7 
Stream Mole Per Cent of 

































































































Where A is. Water, Bis Tric~loroethylene, and C is Methanol. 
x Extract concentration is· too weak for distillation. 
y Solvent flow rate is too low for measurement. 
w Raff1nate r1ow rate is low~ (Maximum flow is l.O gpm) 
nc Value not calculated. 
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IV. DISCUSSION 
The discussion section is divided into f~ve sections: 
~ J • • 
(1) :·discussion of the.'literature~· · (2)" ¢liscussion o:f the 
desi~n, (3) 'discussioh of the o~eration of the rotating 
d_isc. contactor, (4) recommendations, and (5) limitations. 
Discussion of the Literature 
After mo~e tha~ 30 years of ~tudies on the basic prin-
ciple·s of extraction it is evident that much work still 
needs to be done. _Extractor design is still more of an 
art than a science. True~ much work on mass transfer and 
m1xing(67, l06~ l07, l08} has been accomplished. Corr.ela-
tions have ·been developed _experimentally for individual 
extractors and quite often these correlations are accurate 
within 5 to 10 per cent of actual observed values. But 
the theory.of extraction, as is t~e case in other unit op-
_erat;ons too? has not advanced to the point yet where 
extractors can be designed accurately based on data from 
another column. 
·. 
The liquid-liquid, two-phase system is complex. · The 
dispers_<:3d droplets ~re not :rg;ltdq,: nor are they necessarily 
spherical. They oscillate and vibrateCB).· Thus while the 
over-all mass transfer in· an.extraction process is defined 
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and may be determined t~e actual mechanism-of the mass 
trana:rer on a microscopic seal'? is not clearly unders~ood·. 
Nor are· some of t~e_principle variables com~letely under-
stood. Variables such as droplet diameter, v~scosity, 
density, surface tens1·on, temp~rature, inol~cular structure', · 
or void space need further studies to &.$certain their ef-
f _ects on the mass transfer ·during extraction. The hydro-
dynamic behavior of droplets paasing · through a.continuous 
phase needs to be studied further.from both _a theoretical 
and an experimental standpoint. Only then can· the mechanism 
of mass .transfer during extraction be clearly defined. 
·column Performance. The prediction of over-all column 
performance for a rotating disc contactor has not ·been com-
pletely defined • . This is .illustrated in the literature 
review section o:r this thesis. Vermije and Kramera(1~3) 
calculated ·the column ef:f'i_cienoy fl"Om the product· of the 
over-all mass-transfer coefficient and the loqarith~ic 
mean concentration gradient . (see equation 4). However, 
their method is only applicable when. the equilibrium and 
, operating lines are straight so that linear relationships 
can be assumed. As shown in Figure IV this . is not the case 
with the water-methanol-triohlorocethylene system. 
Pra.tt( 6l1-) devel<?ped .. a flooding cqrrelation b_ased· upon 
his uc~aracteristio velocityn concept (see equations 61 
8, 11, 12). This is perhaps the most comprehensive work 
to date on the rota.ting disc. c·onta.ctor as he has studied 
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six liquid. systems ·with a wide· variety of, column variables. 
Of the known variables he studied, the only one-tha.t was 
not changed was the column d:tametero 
Reman, with van de Vusse(97) and with O~ney(95), in 
separate investiga~ioils, correlated r1·ooding data on two 
liquid_ systems with the energy requ1r·ements of the rotating 
discs· (see equation 13). · Reman found less .than 15 per 
cent loss in efficiency when scaling-up a column.in·dia-
meter from six inches to over eight feet. 
-Note that the equations developed by the· above three 
investigators do correlate their own individual data and 
yet ·all three are basically different type equations. 
Vermijs and Kramers(l33) use a mass-transfer coefficient 
and inlet and exit stream concentrations. Column variables 
~re not considered. A comparison of equation i1 .of ~ratt< 64 ) 
and equation 13·of Reman(97) show several basic differences. 
Rotor speed is raised to the exponential power of two in 
equation 11 and to the third power in equation 13. Like-
, 
wise the rotor diameter is raised to only the first power 
in Pratt's work while it is raised to the fifth power in 
Rema.n's work. Based on the forgoing, it would appear to 
the author that if the correlations were complete, if the 
effects of all variable~ were considered 1n their.proper 
perspective, the equations mentioned above would be basical-
ly the same. Additional work such as that by van de Vusse 
(Table II) where several dif"ferent types of columns were 
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compared i~ .. terms of. height equ1 VEtlent · to .a theoretical 
stage . and in terms .or an ef_fectivene~s index ·wo~ld as~ist 
in cor~el~~ing vStriables. Beckman has perhap~. described 
.. • . . . 
the . $Olution · to this problem: · "We have been . ~l~ogethe_r _· 
• • •• • : • ; :':" ', · = • ..... : • ' . • • • '•: 
t.o_o . gu~).ty ·or .what . ~ig}:,i1, be t~1:med r~ss~~~h- hedgeho~ping • . 
···~Wha~ 1~ needed is · someone with : the ,intestinal fortitude, 
not t _o· mention the f~nancial ·ba.ck1ng, to s1 t .down and ·oon-
s~ienti~usly analyze available data, . to accept ~hat seems 
valid and to d1ac~rd the rest, ·to _plan a proiram of veri-
. . . . . . •. ' . 
ficatio~- ·.where needed, an,d_ to . formulate and exou:te a logical 
plan of expe:r,imentation to ·11i·i r > in :the gaps," 
·' .. ·' ' · . 
-~pplicati?ns · of .the Rotating .Disc Contactor.· . Early 
·Atomic Energy Commission ._ (A~ E. ·0.) ~~porta(50, 85) advise 
'. . •: 
against_ the :~se O.f any type of _ rotary column (!;.:_ ~' Sch-
e _i bel~ rotary: core, f1:1~lt1~~age mixer~ rotating disc cQntactor) 
because: (1) they g_ive ~oo violent a degree .of mixing 
which leads to emulsification. (2) they requ~re such a . 
tall· column due to a -large height equival_ent to a theoretical 
stage, and · (3.) the costs of construction and operation 
. . . ·. . 
are excessive. .:Yet Reman(94 j pointed out .that the major: 
advantage o; the rotating disc c~~ta6tor ~sits ability .· 
to ~1 ve tinifor~· mixing . Of a con~rolled nature• Reman ( 95 • 97) 
also gives illustrations' ;where a rota~ing disc . contactor has. 
~- ·,: ' • • • . . • • . . · •. :_ . . : :" ·, \ • : • : • • • . ~ •• • ·• : • ' ' ~ : : . •. . • ; : , .' • • . ~ • • .. : . ._ ~ • ! 
. . . . 
~l'eplil~'.e?Yother ;co;nv~~t~9nal ·e_xtractors w}th. a : r ,esulting re-
duction in equipment s,.1ze;· and o_ost ( ae·e Table III), Thus 
·ft se.ems t~~t the pr1m~ry. _: advantagf3a _ of the rotating disc · 
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contactor are given as reasons for not using it in nuclear 
work. In all fairness, however, it must be pointed out that 
the aboYe A· E. c. reports were written around 1950 which is 
before rotary columns were 11\ildely accepted by _the chemical 
process industries. The fact that rotary columns are now 
used in scrap recovery of uran1um(lg, 24 , 26 ) is ample proof 
that the Atomic Energy Commission has changed its mind about 
this type of column. One recent article by Kelier and Zonis 
(141) describes the use of a rotating disc contactor in· the 
separation of niobium from zirconium in_ preparing purified 
zirconium for use as· a cladding material for reactor ~uels. 
· The author of this thesis would like to point out 
some of the s1m1lar1t1ee and differences between the multi-
stage mixer of Oldshue and. Rushton(7B) and the rotating disc 
c~:mtactor · of Raman (94 ). The major difference in construc-
tion is that the mixer uses flat-blade impellers ~hile the 
RDC uses flat rotor discs with no protrusions. Thus the 
type· of mixing is different. Rushton bel1evee(l04, 105) 
~ 
that his mixer concept will perform better {!.!. e., greater 
efficiency and throughput, lower energy input and column 
height) than the rotating 41sc contaotor. However, where 
the tendency of the liquids being extracted to form an un-
stable emulsion is appreciable the RDC would seem to be -more 
capable because it gives a more even degree of mixing than 
. oan the multistage mixer. Thus -this seems to be the major 
advan~age of the rotating. disc· contactor over the multistage 
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mixer: the-extraction of liquids which tend to emulsify 
with·violent agitation. 
The wide variety of applications of e;tract1on in 
general is illustrated in a very recent art1c;e(l39) in 
which Dr. E.G. Sche1bel (Schelbel Colum~) is quoted as 
suggesting high-temperature -solvent extraction as a replace-
~ent for distillation in the separation of paraffins and 
aromatics for producing gasoline. Dr. Scheibel says.that 
the key to this process is operating within .50 °F of the 
critical ·solution temperature to bene:fi_t from very high 
solubility at that t·emperature. Preliminary work indicates 
that ·the separation can be accomplished at a total heat, 
power, and solv~nt_cost of only three cents per·barrel as 
compared to conventional refining costs of about twenty 
cents. 
Discussion of the Design of the Extraction Unit 
~ 
The ~esign of the extraction unit and in particular 
the design of the rotating disc contactor is discussed in 
terms of its applicabllity for instructional purposes. 
The Extraction Unit.· The unit is designed for use 
as an unit opera t.tons laboratory experiment. Suf:r1c1ent 
feed a~d solvent supply is provided for a one and one-half 
to two-hour test. The flow pattern in each of the extraction 
columns 1s countercurrent. The two columns can be operated 
- 115.· .. 
ind1 vidually _or togeth~:r i_n ei tlier. mul ticontact or · counter-
. . 
. curr~nt operation. · · _The. solvent an~ , :reed . flow. _rat~s are 
001:1-.t:rolled .with c9.ntr9l v~l~es. and .:the ra:~e~ r~oo~ded .. on 
Te~-.0-:-.Set, recor9-e_rs_ • . _: .T.he .extract ~n<l:· .raffin:a~e ·. flow rates 
are ~_eas11red with _ ind1Cat1ng . rota.llieterfi" • 
. . . The Rotating .Disc . Contactor • . The, rotating · disc. contac~ 
' . 
t .or is cC>nstr.ucted. from a three-inch diameter glass column • 
. ·. . . . . . . . . . 
. . 
_The _colmnn. design drviates . fro~ the design or· an ··a~tual 
rotating .disc contactor in several . instances.. For example, 
the compartment ·height should be less ~han one~half the 
columri·d1ameter (equation 3). In the design or· the column 
used ln this projec:t, :the ratio of' compa1--tment height to 
column diameter is __ 0.916 to 1.00. The reason .. :.eor .this 
deviation was .to_.reduce the turbulent mix_ing in. the column 
. . . ~ : 
so _that the operation of .the discs could be observ.ed during 
operation. ·.Also .· stator r_ings .are supported. on· three 3/16-
inch brass rods • . Theor_etically no . protru.sions should pe· 
present in the compartments and .th~ .. stator .ri!).gB are attach-
ed directly to the .column wall • . . There .w111 be a distortion 
,of the vortex . flow pattern due to these stator support rods • 
. ; . . . . . .. . 
.However, Pratt< 64 ) .em;loyed the same .method of. separating 
· . . . . . • . . . . . . , , '. 
,t,he eta.tor rings in .. hie _experim~nta_l : column and rel)o;rted 
no adverse effects . 0:u~ to . the .protrusions • . · The max-imum·~ 
rotor speed poa_sibl.~ :with th~ variable-speed .d~1ye , ~o.tor 
· is 520 revolutions per minute.. ··Pratt ( 64), . Raman_ and van de 
V~sse·(97); · and Vermijs and Kr.amers(l3p) all operated their . . 
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experimental columns at rotor speeds of 1200 to 1800 revo-
lutions per minute. - With the'present liquid system, water-
methanol-tr.1chloroethylene, the 520 revolutions-per-minute 
speed is believed to be sufficient. 
Top and Bottom Column Construction·. The column shaft 
was extended through a Teflon packing assembly at the bottom 
of the· rotating disc contactor and into an externally located 
shaft support. The weight of the shaft rests · on a rigidly-
mounted thrust bearing in tnis bottom assem~ly. Critical 
shaft-speed is a ;problem but if the directions· for column 
operations (pages 93 to 100) are closely followed no 
dift1cu.lt1es should be encountered. The Teflon· pa.eking 
material was chosen for 1ta self-lubricating characterist1os 
and 1te chemical resistance to the solvents used as the 
liquid system. 
Universal Joint. The universal joint correct for any 
shaft misalignment between the column and motor. Additional 
leather discs are available as replacements 1f necessary. 
The brass set screws used to tighten the joint to the'motor 
and column shafts must be replaced periodically as the threads 
will wear. 
Acoessorz Equipment. 'All racks and supports were de-
signed for ease or construction, rig1~1ty of suppo~t,- and 
to glv~ protection to any equipment ,attached to them. 
Bolted connections were used when possible·. 
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·Process Piping. The process piping is one-half inch 
copper pipe. The ·schematic 'flow diagram ( Figure 17} was 
used as a.guid~ in construction. The pipi~g was arranged 
so aa not to distract from the appearance or_accessability 
of the process equipment .. Copper tees ~~1th a plug in one 
arm were used instead of elbows ~n approximately one-half 
of the bends. The unit can thus be expanded to .include a 
third column if desired. Gravity-feed was used to prime 
the pumps. Filters were also installed in the flow lines 
just· prior to the pumps to prevent di3:'t particles from 
damaging the pump impellers or contaminating the system. 
· Instrumnnt Air. The air compressor produces air at 
200 pounds per square inch, gage·, This air 18' expanded to 
60 pounds per square inch, gage, and filtered; then ex-
.panded to 20 pounds per square 1nch, gage, and filtered 
a second time. · Thia is done tc insure removal of water 
vapor from the instrument air. 
Electrical Wiring. All electrical wiring was designed 
and installed so that it conforms with the Fire Underwriters 
Electrical Code( 142 ). All wiring was inspected and approved 
by electricians from the Department of Buildings and Grounds 
of the Mi.ssour1 School or· M1ne.s and Metallurgy. 
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02eration-of the Rotating Disc Contactor 
The rotating disc contactor is designed so that the 
feed (water, methanol, tr1chloroethyl·ene mixture) enters 
the top of the column and is dispersed through the solvent 
(water) which enters the ·bottom of the column. Detailed · 
start-up and shut-down procedures have been prepared (see 
pages 94 to 96). It is imperative that these directions 
be closely followed to prevent damage to the column or 
injury to the operators. 
Critical Shaft Speed. The dangers involved in working 
with a shaft rotating in a glass· column cannot·be minimized. 
The shaft is susceptable·to sympathetic vibrations at oer-
.tain speeds (180 - 280 rpm). Thie vibration builds. up 
slowly at.first·but can be extremely dangerous if allowed 
to continue. By allowing the shaft tc come to complete. 
rest and then re-starting the drive motor with the variable-
speed gea! adjusted out of the critical zone the vibrations 
can be avoided. Under no conditions should the shaft be 
allowed to continue rotating if vibrations commence! Under 
normal precautions, no difficulties should be encountered, 
but the idea of uSTOP THE DRIVE MOTOR IMMEDIATELY. IF ANY-
THING AT ALL HAPPENS OUT OF THE ORDINARY" cannot be stressed 
too greatly. 
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-Calibration of Control Instruments. -The calibration 
of the control instruments should be checked at·least once 
every year.. Instruction manuals for all control instruments 
are available and should be checked for deta~ls on · this 
calibration. 
Feed and Product Concentrations. · The calculation of 
the feed and product flow ·rates and concentrations shown 
in the experimental section (Table · XI) indicate that a 
feed of 10 mole per cent water, 40 mole per cent trichloro-
ethylene, and 50 mole per cent methanol will give an extract 
concentration that nan be used for distillation. The heat 
ioad and column dimensions were calculated by Aid(l3B) using 
the extract concentratior. ln Case 7 of Table XI. Care must 
be exercised in changing ·-;.his concentration. All flow rates 
must be greater than 0.11 gallon per minute for accurate 
measurement by the rotameters and the extract and raffinate 
streams should be greater than 0.20 gallon per minute since 
the· indicating rotameters have a maximum flow of 1.0 gallon 
per minute. 
Recommendations 
The extraction unit will generally be operated as ·an 
unit operations experiment by undergraduate students in 
chemical engineering. Recommendations on the unit and in 
particular the rotating diso contactor were made with this 
thought in mind. 
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.Stators and Stator ·Spacing. It is _re6ommended that 
additional stators. and rotor·s · be made and the effect of · 
varying_t}?.e compartment height be investigated. It is 
• • • • ~ • • • • • • II' • • • 
further recommended that spacers be.cut from 3/16-inch 
. . : . . . . . . ;. : . . .~ . 
.. copper t~b~ng and ~h~t they b~ us~d td. separat"e the stator 
rings in a manner simil.ar to the way ·t,he . rotors are· now 
separated. The effect of- ·va:riing .the inner diameter ·of the 
stator rings would envolve purchasing or making .all·· new 
stators and because of the cost is not recommended at this 
•. . . 
time. 
Rotors· and Rotor Spacing. . It is recommended tha.t 
additional~f,otors and· stators be made and the- effect of 
varying the .. rotor_spscing be inv~s~igated, · This is of 
c'ourse in connection with varying the compartment· height. 
ppacers s~milar to those now used can· ·be mad·~ from 1/2-
inch copper pipe. i It is :Uurther recommended .tha t the pos- · 
1 
sib1J.fty (?f converting the rotor discs into impellers of 
some type be investigat~d_. Flat.;.blade .impeller·s ,as . desc·ribed 
by Oldshue and .Rushton(?B) cannot be made to the proper 
d1~ens1ons ~sing· 1/8- brass plate with which the rotors 
are presently .constructed. However, Mall-inckrodt .Nuclear 
I • • • 
Corporation built simple impellers by cutting 1/2-inch 
. . . . . . ~. . . 
thick stainless steel discs into· the, rough foi:-m o":t a. cros,s ' · 
1.!. ~' a four-bladed impeller. This design is used in the 
. : . . . ·., . 
scrap recove~y· columns (ll) . It is recommended that a 
·similar design be .employed in· replacing the rotor discs. 
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The use of. impellers will provlde increased turbulence 
without increasing the rota~ sp~ed. Care must be taken· 
to keep the impellers axially balanced to avoid critical 
speeds during rotation. It is recommended that the rotor 
speed not be incre~sed unless some mean~ is developed of 
supporting the rotating shaft at its'midpoint. 
·correlation of Experimental Results. It is recommend~ 
ed that the flooding conditions of ·the column be. determined 
for various compartment heights. Attempts . should be made 
to correlate the experimental results from these tests by the 
methods of VermiJs·and Kra.mers (equations 4 and 5), Pratt 
{equations 6 to 12), and Raman and van de Vusse (equation 
13). If the rotors are -replaced by impellers,· the tests 
should be -repeated and the two sets of results compared. 
Liquid System. The liquid system is not limited to 
the system presently employed. It is recommend~d that an 
investigation be made for other liquid systems that could 
be·used which would require several theoretical stages to 
achieve separation in the extraction snit. Care must be 
taken that no liquids are used which are corrosive to the 
materials of construction (brass and copper especially). 
Also care must be taken that an extract phase is obtained 
from the extraction unit which oan be separated 1~ the. 
distillation unit. 
Storage Capacity. It is recommended that additional 
-steel drums be obtained.to increase the storage capacity 
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of the .feed, solvent, extract,· and raffinate streams. ·w1th 
additional capacity, experimental tests of a longer duration 
can be performed. 
Effect of Temperature. With the p~esen~ liquid system 
which_ie not appre~iably affected by a change in ·tempera-
ture (see Figures 3 and 4) 1t is recommended that the 
effect o:r temperature should not be investigated. However·, 
if a new liquid system is chosen a preliminary· investigation 
on the possibil~ty of varying the temperat~re may be 
advantageous. 
Limitations 
The extraction unit· consisting ef a rota.ting disc 
.contactor and a pulsed extraction column along with the 
accompanying di·stillation unit was designed and bull t as 
an instructional facility. Its purpose is to demonstrate 
the operational techniques of extraction. It also illus-
trates the type of equipment used in the chemical processing 
of nuclear ruels. The limitations of the design and op-
eration of the extraction and in particular or the rotating 
diso contactor are discussed in this section. 
Flow Rates, Conceritrationa, and Phase Ratios·. The 
maximum solvent and feed flow rates through the control 
valves are 0.5 gallons per minute. The maximum flow rates 
.of -the extract and raffinate ·streams are 1.0 gallons per 
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minute. However, these flow rates are not independent 
variables_ but depend upon th.e · conce;ntrations of· all four 
proces·s streams. The limiting factor is t}_ie. concentration 
of.the extract stream. This stream is used as the . feed for 
the ·'distillation unit·' and its concentration must be com-
patable with the designed(l3B} hea~ lo~ds · on the distilla-
tion ·condenser and reboiler. Phase ratio or solvent-feed 
ratio is also dependent upon the extract concentration. 
Less than 0.5 mole per cent tr1chloroethyl~ne can be tol-
erated in the extract phase. The feed concentration must 
be greater than 31 weight per cent trichloroethylene to 
insure a density differenc~, otherwise a·phase· reversal 
may occur and trichloroethylene will leave through the 
extract lines. This is undesirable. 
Column Dimensions. In accordance with Reman's orig-
inal specificatiops for the rotating disc con.tactor. ( see 
equations l to·3) the height of tpe .compartments may be 
varied between 3/8-inch and 1 - 1/2 inches. For instruritional 
purposes the upper limit has been e;x:tended to three Inches. 
The diameter of the rotor discs may be varied between one 
and two in_ches provided the diameter of the discs remains 
less than the _inner diame·ter of the stator rings. 
Rotor Speed. The maximum _speed, of the rota ting. shaft 
is 520 revolutions per· minute. A critical zone exists between 
180 and 280 revolutiona per minute. The column cannot be 
oper.ated in this cri teal zone·. 
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· Materials of Constru.ction·. Copper and brass are used 
extensively in the· constru·c~ibn _of the extracti·o_n .. unit. ·. No 
acids can -be used in the liquid system for this reason. The 
• I ••: 1'. · . o ' • ' ' .. , o ·• '• • ' , ,, 
~oluµms . themselves: .a.r~ _doub~e--strength Pyrex: gl~ss: • . ??hey_ 
. can :withstand normal · stress and strain but sharp . ·blows mu·at 
' ' ·· .. ·' . . ·. . . . . . . . 
be preve~ted. The s_older joints used .in the piping _.are . 




The conclusions'or this thesis per~ain to the design 
and operation o:r the extraction unit'a.nd in particular to 
the design and operation ~f the rotating disc contactor. 
The conclusions are as follows~ 
1. The various components of the extraoti_on unit: the 
·rotating disc contactor, the pul~e extraction column, 
the air compre·asor, the pumps, the rotametera, the 
process pipifl:S, and the electrical wiring·; have all 
been constructed and/or installed. Prelimlnary .test-
ing has been completed and all equipment appears to 
function properly. 
2. The flow rates of the feed, solvent, extract, and raf-
finate streams, the solvent-feed ratio, and the fe.ed 
concentration are all dependent upon the extract oom-
pos1.t1on. 
a. All flow rates must be greater than 0.11 gallons 
~er minute ·ror accurate measurement by the rota-
meters. 
b. The extract oomposi tion mus;t be between 15 and 25 
mole per cent methanol and less than 0.5 mole per 
cent·trichloroethylene so that the extract can be 
used as a feed-for. the distillation unit. 
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o. The .feed .composition must be greater than 31 weight 
per cent trichloroethylene so that a density grad-
1e.nt is present in the column. 
3. The maximum speed or the rotating disc drive motor is 
'520 revolutions per minute with a ·critical speed zone 
between 180 and 280 revolutions per minute. 
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VI. $umt.i.ARY 
The Department of Chemical .. Engine·ering, Missouri Sehool 
of Mines and Metallurgy, obta.ined tunda from the Atomic 
Energy Commiasion for the·purpose or building a nuclear 
fuels processing model. Thia unit,· completely non-hazardous, 
illustrates the principles of 11qu1d-11qui<i: extraction, 
fractional distillation, fluid f'low, ~eat transfer, mass 
and energy balances, automation, and 1nstrumentat1ono Aleo 
it demonstrates the applications of these prin·oiples to the 
chemical p0ocessing of nuclear i'uels. The unit is therefore, 
an instructional fac111ty rather than~ unit for research. 
The extraction unit consiste of a rotating .diec.con-
tactor and a pulse, sieve-plate, extraction coluinn along 
with the necessary accessory equipment. The distillation 
unit consists o~ a completely instrumentated bubble-cap 
diet1llat.1on column. The redesign and construction of the 
rotating disc oontaotor is the subject of this thesiso 
The rotating disc contactor ie a three-inch glass col-
umn 68 inches tallo It has 17 compartments 2 - 3/4 inches 
tall made from braes stator rings which have an inside . 
diameter of l - 15/16 inches. Except for the top and bottmm 
compartments, a flat brass rotor disc is centered 
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VI •.. SUMMARY 
The Departme~t ·of Chemical° Eng1neer1ng,.M1ssouri School 
of Mines .and·. Metallurgy, obtaine'1: fUD;ds. from the Atomic 
Energy Commission for the purpose of building a nucl·ear. 
fuels p~oce~aing model~- This unit., completely non-hazardous,. 
1-i1ustra.tes · the _principles of liquid-liqu;d extraction, 
":rractional diatillatiol:1,. _fluid flow' . heat transfer·, ~sa. 
and .. energy· balances, automatfon, and 1nstrum<:mtation·. Also . 
it ·demonstrates the applications of these principles ;_to 'the 
chemical processing of nuciea.r ·:ruels •. The un-it is there-
fore, an 1nstr~ctional ·racility rather than an unit for 
research. 
The.extraction unit consists of a rot~t1ng diic con-
tactor ·and a pulse, sieve-plate, ·extraction column alQng 
with the necessary accessory equipment. ·The distillatio_n 
consists of' ~ completely: instrume~t~ted bubble-qa.p ·a1st111·atfon. 
oolumll;. The redesugn and construction of the ~otating disc 
·oontacto~ is· the,subjest of this thesis. 
The r~tating _disc o·onta~tor is a. three-inch glass col-
umn 68 inches tall. it has 17 ·compartments 2 - ·'3/4· inches 
. l. . . . . • \ . 
tall made from brass stator rings which have an inside.·.·:.· 
diameter o:r .i - 15/16. inch~s.. Except for the top and bot_-
tom- compartments., a flat, .brass, rotor disc is centered 
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axially in each compartment. ·'J.'hese discs are 1 - 1/2 inch 
in diameter and rotate on a·center shaft. The.shaft is 
rotated by a variable-speed ~rive motor at speeds up to 
520 revolutions per minute except for a critical speed zone 
between 180 and 280 revolutions per minute. The .feed enters 
the top of the column and is dispersed in the solvent which 
enters the bottom of the ·column. An extract phase is re-
moved ~rom the top of the column and is used as the feed 
to the distillation unit. The stripped feed leaves the 
bottom ·of the column as raffinate. Water is used as the 
solvent, methanol as the solute, and trichloroethylene as 
the carrier solvent. All flow rates are measured and both 
solvent and feed flow rates are controlled automatically. 
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VII. · APPENDICES 
This section.1s·· divided ·1nto two p~rts: {l) Appendix 
A, Purchase· Orders :Made Between July, and December·, 1958; 
and ( 2) Appendix B, Purchase Spec·ifioationa, January, 
1959, to January;, 1960. 
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AJ)pend i?F A: Purchase Orders Ma.de Between 
July and December 0 195,8 
This appendix contains a list of all of the purchase 
specifications made between July and December 0 ·19580 It 
is an addition to the original purc_hase specif-ioations as 
prepared by Puyear(93) 0 and it up-dates Puyear'a work.to 
December, 19580 Unit costs and total costs for each item 
are on file with the ahairman of the Department of Chemical 
Engineering 0 Missouri School of Mines and Metallurgy as 
is a complete tabulation of all-purchases.for.this projecto 
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Pt.:trc~ase Orders 1·1acle 'Between 
July and December, 1958 
Item Quantity Description : Unit I Total No •. Cost I Cost-
PF-49 6 ea "Swageloku fitting, Swagelok to 
butt weld_90° e1bow. Steel, 5/8 in 
tubo O.D. No. 1010-2-Bw 
PF-57 24 ea Ermeto tube fittings, Series 8-000, 
l/4n O.D. nut, No. 8105x4 
P~-57 48 ea Ermeto tube fittings, · Series ~ooo, 
1/ 4~, o.n. sleeve No. 816Sx4 
PF-58 · 15 ea Bushing, cast iron., 2ux1/2° 
PF-59 15 ea Bushing, cast iron, 3/4'ixl/2° 
PF-60 15 ea Return bends, copper solder joint, 
1/2 inch. Similar to Crane Co. 
item, Ho. 633 
PF-61 6 ea nswageloktt fitting, Swagelok to . 
Butt weld male connector, Steel, 
S/8 inch, tube O.D., no. 10l.O-l-8w 
PF-62 1 ea Uregas weldit torch, hose, POL 
fittings and tips 
r-6 24 ea Guards, gage glass, 21" overall_ 
length 
T-7 6 ea Guards, gage glass, 18" overall 
length 
C-21 16 ea Support clamp, Code: 729680., Dwg. 
No: 10360~793 
S!:·:-10 300 ea Kantlink spring lock washers, 
meditu:1 size 3/8" 
J'-18 lea Gas Regulator, two stage, helium, 
cylinder press. gauge 0-3000 psi, 
delivery_press. gauge 0-100 psi, 







Item Quantity Description Unit Total 
~Oo Cos~ Cost 
C-22 8 only Support base, code 729890, dratti.ng noo 10360-813 
Item V 
C-20 24 only CQll.Ullll spring, code 7297101 d~awing noo 10360-2494 
Item C 
(From I3ulletin PE-9March 1, 1956, Technical 
Pi"oducts Div.; Coming Glass Works, Corning, NoYo i I 
l 
Stinnnerich Supply Coo or approved equal 
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Item Quantity Description Unit Total 
Noo Cost Cost 
T-4 2 eao Guage glass, 5/8" outside diameter x 18 inches 
long, Pyrex Red Line or approved ~qual. 
T-5 lea. Same as item T-4 above except 14 inches long 
I 
Stemmerlch Supply Co. or approved equal 
. 
. ' ·· ' Item Quantity De~cription Unit · ·Tot-al 
No. Oos:t; _·:cJit· 
. .. -•. · --..-.'! :.: . 
.. , 
.. 
T~6 24 ea. Brass Guards for water gauges, 21 inch ova rall · ·. 
length 
' 




Crane Co. or approved equal 
,• 
·' 
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Item Qu~tity Description 
Noo 
PF-1 200 Ft. Copper tube, hard, nominal 1/2 inch, type K, 
wall thickness= 00049 inch. · 
60 Ft o Co~ITr tube, hard., nominal, 1 inch, type IC, 
w thickness = O 0065 inch . 
PF-4 · :20 F~o Pipe, schedule 40, · nominal 2 inch, black iron · 
PF-5 
PF-5 
.2~ .~a_o Valve, globe, 1/2 inch., l)rass., solder ·j~:j.nt.· 
Rising stem construction. Valve to be con-
structed so that it may be repacked under 
. presaure 1-,hen wide open. Similar to Crane Co. 
item JlOo 1310 
4 eao Same.as PF-5 above ·except 1 inch 
PF-7 4 eao Pet cock, brass, 1/4 inch, Similar to Crane 
Coo. item .no. 708 
PF-8 4 eao. Gage cock, brass., 1/4 inch, femalep Similar 
to Crane c~. item no. 712 
~6 ea.o PF-9 Tee, copper solder-j9int., copper to copper to 
copper, 1/2 inch x l/2 inch x 1/2 inch, · 
similar to Crane Co. item no. Gll · 
PF-10 5 eaa Same as PF-9 above except 1 · inch x 1 inch x 
l inch 
PF-11 1 eao Same as PF-9 .above except 2 in.~h x 2 inch x 
2 inch --
.. 
PF-12 4 eao Same. as PF-9 above except 1/2 inch~ 1/? .inch 
x 1/4 inch 
PF-15 4 eao Same as PF-9 above except 2 inch x :2 inch .x 
· 1/2 inch . , 
I PF-16 1 ea Same as PF-9 above except .~ inch x 1/2 in9h I x 2 inch 
Crane Comp.~y or approved equal 
Unit Total 






PF-17 24 .ec\o !>lug, copper solder joint, fitting end, 1/2 
inch, .. similar · to Crane Coo item no: o 616 
PF-18 4 eao Same as PF-17 above except l inch 
PF-19 2 eao Same as :PF-17 above except 2 inch 
PF-21 1 eao Bushing, copper, flush, fitting to copper, 
1-1/4 inch to l inch, s_imilar to Crane .co~ . 
item noo 618 
PF-22 6 eao Coupµng, copper to copper, sol4e~ joint, 
1/2 inch, similar to Crane Coo item no. 
6000 
PF-23' 2 eao Same as PF-22 above except 1 inch 
PF-28 36 eao Elbow, 90°, copper solder .joint, copper to 
copper, 1/2 inch, similar to Crane Coo item 
no. 607 · 
PF-29 10 eao Same as PF-28 above except 1 inch 
PF-30 2 eao Same as PF-28 above except 2 inch 
PF-31 12 ·ea. Elbow, 90°, copper solder-joint to NPTE, 
1/2 inch (Cu) to 1 inch (NPT), similar to 
Crane Coo item llOo 707-4. 
PF-32 
PF-33 
Srune as PF-31 above except 1/2 inch to 1/2 
inch 
6 ea. Elbow, 90°, · copper solder-joint to NPTI, 1/2 
inch, similar to Crane Coo item noo 707-3 
Crane Company or approved equal 
Uri.it 
Co t s . 
Total 
Cost 
• '.138. .·.;. 
Item (luanti ty · Description· · 
No. 
PF-.-61 6 ~a. 
0
~gelok"~a.le ·elbowj ·9oo .butt weld; No. SlOlO.:;. 
2 - ·aw;: 5/8 inch 
"Swagelok" me.le. conneet'orp butt ,,eld, 5/8 inch, 
No. 81010 .- . l :- 8W 
Jackson Slpply Co. or approved equal 
·Unit Total 
Cost. Cost 
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Item Quantity Desc_ription Unit Total 
No. Cost Cost 
PF-50 60" "SWagelok" male connector, 1/4 inch tube o.n., 
brass, Noo 400-2-4 
: 
PF-51 10 "Swagelok" all tube tee, 1/4 inch tube o.n., 
brass, No, 400-3 
Jackson Supply Co. or approved equal 
Item ·'Quantity 
~o .. 
Pfv-52 500 ft. 
- lli-0 ... 
Description 
Polyethylene tube, 1/4 inch o. D., black, 
to Dekoron type upu tubing. 
Dekoron Pr~ducts Pivision 
Samuel Moore & Co. 
Mon~a, Ohio 







PF-5; . 12 
PF-5c 24 
- 12:.1 .. 
-· 
Description 
Filters with replacable refill, similar to 
Fulflo Filter BR4-l/2 Hfg by Conurtercial 
Filter Corp o 
Refills for Fulflo Filters BR4-l/2 or 
approved equal 
Commercial Filter Corp. 
Boston, Mass. 




Item Quantity Description Unit Total 
No. . Cost Cost 
I-'F-57e 24 ea. Ermeto Tube Fittings, Serie a · 80001 1/4 inch. o. n. 
Nut No. 8105 x 4 
,, 
PF-57b 48 ea. Ermeto Tube. Fittings, Series 8000, 1/4 inch o. n. 
, ' Sleeve No. 8165 x 4 
Mill . s..tpply and Machinery Co. ~r approved · equa.~ . . 
. ' 
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Item Quantity Description Unit Total 
No • Cost Cost 
. . 
PF-58 15 ea. Bushings, 2 ioh x 1/2 inch, black steel, hexagonal. 
PF-59 15 ·ea. Bushings, ; /4 inch x 1/2 inch, bla.ok steel, hex • 
PF-60 15 ea. _Retu m bends, · 1/2 inch, copper 
. Similar to Crane Coo i-cem 6;8 
solder joint, 
Crane Co. or approval equal 
. PF-62 
I· 
·----... -.....__. ____ . -
Quanti~y.· . · Dese_ription 
. ·. ··--·-·---. -·- .. ·-·· - ·- ··-·--·· ----------
l ea. Weldit Torch. Assembl?, 'l!oo o-48-P 
.3 ~ -l Tips~ Noso_ 11 2, -~nd.; 
. • 
. 1 _· _ ~lt" _Tip 
l · 25...foot l~ngth }/16 incll I. Do rubber 
hose 
Uregns Corp. of Rolla or approved equal 
Unit Total 
cost cost · 
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I:tem Qtµmtity Description Unit Total 
No .. Cost Cost 
Frl4 20 ft. Conduit; "thinwall, 1/2• inch 
~15- 30·:ft. Conduit~ thinwall, l· inch 
E-16' 15 ft. Conduit, flexible ·steel, 1/2 inch 
E:...28 2 ea. Fluorescent ·.fµture, no. 1569260., open _type, 
length .. 65. 15/16 · inch~ latnp size 2~90 watt, 
1oo·volt- 60 cycle AoC• 
E-29 12 ea. Fluorescent tube, 90 watt,i,T•l7. bulb~ mg. bi in . p 
base, length 60 inch standard cool 'Wto, no. 
F _90:·T-177CW 
E-30 10 ea. Fluor~scent starters, 85-100 watts, 2 _.pins, 
automatic. 
l 




eflector units., Steber "Curvette0 , ·fully adjustable., 
l. spun aluminum reflector., 7-1/2 inches long, finished colonial black outside., satin aluntlnuin inside 1 · similar to l.Testinghouse no. S;...541 or approved equal. oefiector lamps, medium base, n-40 bulb., flood, 
Similar to tiestinghouse no. 150 r./FL. . 
Uestinghouse or approved equal 
Total 
Cost 
Item Quantit.,- Description 
No~ 
E-33 2 ea. 
E-3·4 100 eao 
E-35 1 ea. 
Barrier terminals, 10 terminal, stock no. 
41 H 6761 Mfgis type 10-142. 
Te~nal studs, no. a, stock no. 43 N 759, 
Mfgis type Bl4-8 
Utility cabinet, size 9 inch x 6 inch x 5 inch, 
stock llOo 86 P 2041 Mfgis type CU 1099 
Allied Radio Corp. or approve.d equal 
· Unit Total 
Cost . Cost 
Item Quantity 
No. 
SH-7 3 ea 
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Description 
Honel rod, 3/16" diameter, 75" long, 
threaded entire length, national fine 
threads, 32 threads per inch. 
. Sligo Incorporated 
P. Oo Box 171 
~t,, Louis 66 1 Hissouri 
or aP.proved equal 
Unit Total 
Cost Cost 
.... 149. ~ 
Item Quantity Description Unit Total 
No·. Cost -Cost 
SM-8 5 eao Steel angle, 2 inch x 1/4 inch, 20 feet.long 
·sM~9 1 ea. Univer_$al Mill Steel Plat~., Mfgo Standard, 
Class A and AoSoTciM. A-7-36 Specifications, 
1/4 ·inch x 5 feet 7-1/2 u.ichea x ll ft six_ · 
inches 




Item Quantity DescM:,ption Urµ.t· Total 
No.: Cost Cost 
,, 
SM-11 400 ea. Nuts, he.xagonh full, 5/16 inch S .• A.Eo fine 
thread, 24 treads per inch · 
: : SM-12 200 eao Nuts, hexagon, full, 3/8 inch.SoA.Eo fine 
thread., 24 threads per inch 
SlJi~l:3 400 ea. Nuts, hexagon, full, 1/2-inch·S.A.E. fine 
thread., 20 t~eads ·per inch .. 
'BH-14 400 eao ·Kantlink spring lock washers, medium.size 
.. 5/16 inch · ·· 
SM~l5 200 ea. Kantlink spring lock washers, medium size 
.. 3/8 iµch . . .. 
.. 
BM-16 400 ea. Kantl~~ spring lock washers, medium size 
1/2 inch · · 
SM-17 5 lbs Stand~rd wrought iron washers, medium size · 
·s/16 inch · . . . 
SI\li~l8 5 lbs Standard wrought iron washers, medium size . 
3/8 inch . · . .. 
.. 
81':1-19 5 lbs Standard wrought iron washers, medium size 
1/2 inch . 
SM-20 100 ea. Flat head·cap screws, USS thread 3/8 x 1 inch 
SM-21 100 eao I Nuts, hexagon, full., 3/8 inch USS thread, 16 .. I . threads per inch 
. -
.. 
tSM-22 1 gross Phillips recessed head 1s~s·stainless steel 
machine screws, truss head; 1/4-20 x 1 inch 
SM-23 1 gross l&-8 stainless steel machine screw nuts·, 
hexagon., 1/4 inch .. 
' 
.. 




SM-2t. 200 ea. 
SM-2! 200 ea 
. . 
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• ' Description 
. , 
Nuts, l/2", American standard 1igh:t brass, 
Jam, Mational fine thread, 20 threads per 
incho : 
Nuts, .3/16°, American standard light brass, jam, national fine thread, ~2 threads per 
inch • 
McMaster-Carr 
640 ll. Lake Street 
Chicago 6, Illinois 
or approved equal 
Unit Total · 
· Cost Cost 
I 
.., 152 -
Item Quantity Description Unit Total 
Noo Cost· Cost 
SM-2c 300 American Standard finished hexagon nuts, type 
·' 
full, s~ze 3/8 inch, thread~ fine 24 to· incho 
Hcl-laster-Carr. Supply Coo or approved equal 
.;_. 153 ... 
It¢m Qu~tity Des·cription Unit Total 
Noo Cost. ·cost .. 
SM;..27 40 Red brass disks, 
1/8 inch thick 
3-15/16 inch diameter by. 
,, 
SM~2E 20 Red · brass disks td th center cutout, 2-15/16 
inch outside diameter, 1-15/16 inch inside 
diameter by 1/8 inch thick· 
SM-25 20 Red brass disks, 1-1/2 inch diameter by 1/8 
inch thick 
American ·Metals Goods or approved equal 
- 154 _, 
• .' 
Item Quantity Description Unit · Total 
~o. - Cost Cost 
SM-30 l ea. Brass disk., 1/4 inch· red brass,· 7.;.15/16 inch 
diameter 
Sl/i_.Jl 2 ea. Brass disk, 1/ 4 inch _red brass,_ 6 inch ·diameter 
SM-32 1 · ea. Brass disk, 1/4 inch re~ bra$s., .l-1/2 inch 
diameter 
American Metal Goods ·or approyed equal 
- 155 ~ 
Item Quantity Description Unit Total 
Noo Cost Cost 
IP-1 1 ea Black vinyl plastic sheets, 20 x 50 inches, 
compression adhesion on reverse side 
IP-2 1 ea Same as item IP-1 above except yellol'l 
IP-3 1 ea Same as item IP-1 above except blue 
IP-4 1 ea Same as item IP-1 above except green 
IP-5 1 ea Same as item IP-1 above· except orange 
IP-6 1 ea Same as item IP-1 above e...~cept red 
RC-1 ·1 ea Controller, with rate action, quick connect 
type, for mounting on rear of receiver re-
corder with control adjustments directly 
in the rear. Controller to have propol\-
tional band adjustraents between 2 and 150%0 
Intermediate reset range of from Oo04 to 
20 repeats per minute. 
The above numbers refer to Jvlinneapolis-Honeywell Catalog GI 
Hinneapolis-Honeywell or approved equal 
- 156 -
[tem. Ruantity Description Unit Total·· 
Mo. 
·• Cost .cost. 
•' 
IP-3 72 fto Stainless steel angle trim, .3/4 in.ch x 3/4 inch, 
rolled·1a gauge~ similar to Mackle~burg-Duncan 
I 
co., n~o S-7710 Note: pl~as_e supplr ·wi~h ,n2· 
holeso 
I 
Powell Lumber Co. or approved equal 
- 157 -
Item. Quantity Description 
Noe 
tAC-1 l eao 
.. 
EAC-2 1 ea. 
. CAC-4 l eao 
AC-5 l eao 
::.AC-6 1 eao 
Instrument air compressor, tl10 stage, two cylinder, 
air cooled, oil lubricatedo Compressor . to be co~-
plete ,n:th centrifugal unloaders, inlet filter-
muffler, intercooler, interstage safety valve., and 
automatic start and stop regulationo Compressor 
to be driven through· a V~belt drive -by a S HP, 
1800 RPM, 220-volt, 3 phase, 60 cycl~ standard 
open drip-proof motor 1ri.th automatic Across-'tlle-
Line starter with push buttono Compressor to be 
mounted on a 20 x 63 (80 gal) horizontal ASNE 
receiver complete with pressure gauge and safety 
service and drain valves, similar .to Ingersoll-
Rand nodel 253D5 · 
After cooler for above listed compressor similar 
to Ingersoll-Rand noo A-42 
Automatic condensate trap for above listed 
compressor 
Automatic water valve 
After Cooler 
for above listed 
Fulflow pipe line filter for above listed 
compressor 
Pressure reducer valve for above listed compressor 
Ingersoll-Rand Company 
2327 Locust Blvdo 
St. Louis, Missouri 
or approved equal 
Unit Total . 
Cost · Cost 
- 158 -
It~m· Quantity Des'?ription Unit Total 
Noo Cost Cost 
A-19 1 ea Gas Regulator, two stage., hydrogen, cylinder 
presso gauge 0-3000 psi., delivery press. .gauge 
0-100 psi, delivery press. r~e . s~so .. psio 
No. S-350 
The Matheson Co. or approved equal 
Item Quantity 
No. 
A~20 l ea. 
.. 
,, 
A-21· 1 eao 
- 159 .... 
Description 
., 
Water bath, utility, constant temperature,. 
chamber length 10-1/2 inches,. chamber.width 
l3-l/2·inches, chamber depth 7 inches, 115 
volt, 50-60 cycle AC. Fisher No. 15457-A, 
large. 
. ' 
Water bath gable cover, for no. 15-457 utility 
water bath,·large size. 







B-1 4 ea 
• ' 
! ~ 
- · 160 -
.. 
Des~ription 
outside 3ellows, brass ·- one ply, ~45/64 in. 
diameter, 3-5/8 in. inside diameter, 14 ··active 
corrugation., maximum stroke per active. corru-: 
gation ' Oo097 inches, S:i.milar to Robertshaw-
Fulton, Fulton Syphon Division, reference line 
no. 2087 . or approved equal, 
.. 
O'Brien Eqtd.pment Coo. 
2832 Olive Street 
St. Louis, Missouri 







Je.?uary2 1959;_ · to Januar:y:2 1960 
This appendix contains a ·11st of all -of the. purchase· 
specifications made betwe.en· January, 1959, and· January, 
1960. It i~. an addition. to the original purchase s.peci-
~ications· as px,epared _by PuyearC9~).,_ and_ it.· up-dates Fuyea~'s 
.. 
~tork to include all i terns. used on the unit as of· ·Janua:ry, 
1960. Materi?,ls obtained :t;rom_ the Missouri School of 
Mines' Supply Warehouse are a.lso_ listed. Unit costs and 
total costs for each item are on file with .the chairman of 
. . . . ' . .... . .. 
the Department of ~hemical.Engine~ring, Missouri.School of 
~ines and Metallurgy as is a complete tabulating of all 
purchases :for this project. 
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Purchase Specifications! January~ · 1959 to January, 1960 
Extraction Column 
Item Q,u~ntity Description Unit Total 
Ho. Cost Cost 
C-}} l ea. Annular ha.11 bearing, single rol'~, bore '5/8 ·inch, 
o. n. 1-1/16 inch, wiith ;/8 inch, with 16 balls 
of 1/8 inch o. n. 
·' 
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Purchase Specif'ications:_ January, 1959 to January, 1960 
Pipe!:!!! Fittings Page _l ·of 3 
Item Quantity Description 
No, 
.. 
PF-5 25 ea. 
. • 
PF-8 5 ea. 
PF-17 ;o ea. 
.. 
PF-26 5 ea.. 
. , 
PF-27 15 ea. 
PF-58 10 ea. 
· PF-;58 12 ea. 
PF-44 2 lb. 
PF-44 2 lb. 
PF-63 50 ft. 
. . 
PF-64 10 ea. 
PF-65 10 ea:. 
PF-66 ;2 ea.· 
Valve,. gi6be, 1/2 inch, brass solder j oi11t·; rising 
stem ccmstruction. Valve ·t.o · be constrt.lct·ed so 
· :that it can be repacked under, ·pressure .i1h~n \'tide 
open. · Similar to Crane Co. item 1310 • 
· Gauge cock; _brass, 1/4 inch,· female. Similar to 
Crane Co. item 712. 
Plugs, copper solder joint., 1/2 inoh. Similar 
to Crane Co. item 616~ 
Coupling, copper solder joint, 1 inch x 1/2 inch 
Similar to Crane Co. item 600-2 • 
Coupling, copper solder· joint, 1/2. inch x 1/4 
inch~- . Similar to Ora??-~ Co;.·· item 600-2. 
Fitting ada.Jl1:,-~r, male copper solder joint fit-· 
ting to . NPr:E 1/2 inch. Similar to Crane Co • 
item 604-2. · 
Sa.me as above. Stores item 3-512.* 
Solder, solid core, 50/;50 
Solder, string, 50/50 ~ stores item ;,-844 
Copper tubing, seamless -refrigeration, 1/4 
inch o. D., o.o;o inch ,-,al:l thiclmess • 
Coupling, copper solder joint, l inch x 3/4 -
inch. Similar to Crane . Co. item 600~2. 
Slell gasket to fit BRl} type Fulflo Filter. : 
Similar to Fulflo item ;2014 
Re:rills f'or FUlflo fil~~rs-;,BR4-l/2. Repl~cements· 
of · cotton fiber to use . in exchange f'or refmlls in 
PF-55 and refills PF-?6 ( see purchase spec a. of' 
December, 1958) · 
* St.ores .item re:rers to catalogue number of' 
.Missouri School · of Mines supply \·Ta.rehouse 
Unit· Tot.al 
Cost Cost 
- 16L~ ~ 
Fur.chase Specifications; . January, 19~9, to January, 1960 
Pipe 2 Fittings Page 2 of' 3 
Item Quantity 
No. 
PF-67 l ea. 
PF~8 1 · ea. 
'PF-69 ; ea. 
PF-70 2 ea. 
PF-71 1· ea. 
PF-72 lea. 
PF-75 1 ea. 
PF-74 1 ea. 
. PF-75 2 ea. 
PF-76 1 ea.. 
PF-77 1 ea. 
. . 
PF-78 ;/4 lb. 
PF-79 7 ea. 
PF-80 15 ea. 
PF-81 4 ea. 
.. 
Description 
Nipple,; inch lQijg, o. n. 1/2 inch, PVC pipe, 
threaded each en4f~1 
Coupling, 1 inch Q. D. PVC pipe, threaded, 
!"•: 
·Bushing, heXagon~}, red brass, 5/4 inch .x 1/4 
inoh. 
Nipple, red bra~~! 3/4 inch close. 
Tee, pipe, ga.lv~~'l~Zed, 3/4 i11ch~ st.ores item }-909:1 
Elbow, ·1/4 inch, 450, pipe galvanized, stores item 
;-129;. t 
Bushing, pipe, glack,5/4 inch x 1/4 inc~, stores 
item ;-159. 
Elbow, pipe galvanized, 90°, 1 inch, stores item 
;-;86. 
Nipple, pipe galvanized, 1 inch x 5 ineh, . stores 
item 5-656. 
Bell reducer, galvanized, 2 -inch x 3/4 inch, 
Stores item 5-650. 
Fitting adapter, copper solder joint to NPTI, _ 
2 inch, stores item •none.- . 
Gasket material, abestos, 50 inch x50 inch x· 
1/16 inch. Stores item 8-72. · 
-Wees, copper solder joint, 1 inch ·x 1/2 irich x 
1/2 inch. Similar to Crane Co. item 611. 
Same as item PF-79 above ex~ept 1 inch x i inch -
x ·1;2 inch. 
Sazne as .PF-79 above excep:t, 2 inch_ x 2 inch x 
l inch. 
* -stores item . refers to catalogue number of' · 





- lt?5' - -
Purchase Specifications:_ · January,· 1959 to January, 1960 
Pipe and Fittings. 
Item · Quantity Description Ur~it 'Total· 
No. Cost Cost 
PF-82' 25 ea. Fitting adapters, male, copper ~older joint to 
· NPTE 1/4 inch, Similar to Crane Co. it.em· -604-2 
PF-8;5 ;5-ea. Fitting adapter, redy,cing, cepper solder· joint, _ 
, , 
1-1/2 it1oh to -l inch. Sinila.r to Crane Co. item 
600-2. 
PF-84 8 ea. Hoke valves, brass, o-ring packing, 1/4 inch male 
to 1/4-inoh "S.ragelok:11 • Similar to_ Hoke No. Rl20.)q 
·. 
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Purchase Specif'icationa: . January; 1959 to Janua.ryi, 1960 
Electrical Accessories Page 1 of,; 
Item Quantity Description 
No • 
.. E-; ,5 ea, 
E-9 20 ea. 
E•l4 4o :rt.. 
E-25 8 ea. 
E-24 1, ea. 
E-25 26 ea. 
E-36 2 ea.• 
E-37 2 ea. 
E-58 2 pkg 
E-;9 ; ea. 
E-40 1 ea. 
E-41 .; ea. 
E-42 4 ea. 
E-4; 6 ea. 
E-44 1 ea, 
&-45 24 ea. 
E-46 4 ea. · 
.. 
Connec.tor~ Thin We..llp 1/2 inch, Soores item 6-2;0* 
Coupling, Thin Wall, 1/2 _ inohs, stores item 6-262 
Conduit, Thin Wall, 1/2 inch, stores item 6-148 
Oondulet, 1/2 inchi, T-171-rr, st.ores item. 6~98· 
Condulet, 1/2 inch, LB-17, Stores item 6-157 
Cover; condulet, 1/2 inch, N~ o 17011 stores item 6-274. 
Motor overload relay unit, Similar to Square D 
item B-4 .15 · 
Motor overload relay unit, Similar to s:iuare D 
iJ~em · B- .81 
Fusetron fusee, Type MDX0 125 v, 7 am.po, _5 fuses 
per pkgo McGraw-Edison stock noo 55-B-506 
Wi'reway, 2-1/2 inch x 2-1/2 inch x 5 feet·. 
item KFW ~25 . 
Same as E-39 above except 4 feet long. item 
KFW 224 
U-Oonnector for 2-1/2 inch x 2-1/2 inch !'lireway, 
item KFUO 220 . 
Closing plates for 2-1/2 inch x 2-1/2 inch 
Wireway; item KFCP 220 
Connector, romei:r, stores item 6-222 
Box, handy, · 2-1/8 inch, Sto,res item 6-15 
Adapter, thin wall, 1/2 inch, Stores item 6-586 
Adapters, tl~in wall 11 5/4 inch, Stores item 6-929 
* St.oreo item· refers to ca~alogue number of 
Missouri Sohool of. Mines supply warehouse 
Ux:iit · Total 
dost Cost 
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Purchase Specifica.tion$s January, 1959 to January, 1960 
Eleotrical Accessories Page 2 Qf, 
















7 ft. Condu~t, · thin wall, ;/4 inch,· stores item 6·149* 
lea. Condulet, ;/4 inch, T-127, Stores item 6~168· 
3 ea. Condulet, ;/4 inch, LB-27 MT, Stores item 6-164 
l ea. Condulet, ;/4 il'1ch, LL-27 -MT, stores· i t ·em. 6-195 
1 ea. Oondulet, 5/4 inch, T-27, Stores i~ein 6-167 
l ee.. Condulet, 3/4 inch, LR-27 MT, Store a item 6-1°96 
7 ea. Cover,· condulet, No~ 270, ';;/4 inoh, stores item 
6-275 
; pkg Cartridge fuses, type 3AG Slo-Blo, · 15/100 amp~ 
125 v., Stores item -none-
4 ea. Condulet, 1/2 i11ch, T-11 .and cover, Stores item 
6~161 







Tape, fri~tion, Stores item 6-608 
Elbows, conduit, thin wall, l inch, stores item 
6-512 
Cover, condulet, 1 inoh, ~o. 570, stores item--
6-276 
Cap, HRE, 10 -a.mp., Stores item 6-94 
Cap, ;-wire twist-look polarized cord grip, 
20 a.mp., stores item 6-109 
Wire, rubbe·r cord, stranded 16-;S, stores item. 
6-681~ ' 
Connectors, thin wall, 3/4 inch, sJ~or~s item 6-2,1 
* Stores i·tem refers Jc.o oata.logue number of 
Missouri School of Mines supply warehouse 
Unit ·Total 
Oo~ Cost 
..... 168 .... 
· · Purchase Spec.if'i~atio:..1s:·. January, 1959 to· Ja..""lunry, 1960 · 
Elec-t.rical A~cessoriea Page:; of~ 
Item Q.uanti ty 
Moo 
E-64 2· ea. 
·E-66 5 ea. 
E-67 1 ea. 
E-68 1 ea. 
1 ea. 
E-70 lea. 
·E-71 7 ea. 
1 ea. 
Deaoription 
Barrier T~rc.1inals, 6 .,c.emina.is, .s:t,oc!: 110. #1 H 
_802, l:Ifg 1 s .type 6-140 
Connector, greenfield, angle,·1/2 inchJ Stores 
iteu1 6-20:;~ 
Box, handy, 1-7 /8 i11ch, shallow, 
6-14 .. 
st.ore o item 
Cover, box handy switch, Stores item 6-269 
-Switch, toggle, Double ·Pole, 10 ~P•:, stores· 
item .·?-599 
Swit~h, togr,le; siggle pole, IO amp.~ stores 
it.em 6-602. 
Box; octagon, 4 inch, 1/2 i11~]1 laiock-outs,: 1-1/2 
i11ch shallow., s·tores it~ 6-18 · 
Box, pull, 6 inch x 12 L,ch x , inch, · stores item 
6-22. 
* Stores item i ... efers to cv.talogue number· of-~ 
. Missouri School of Mines supply ,:,arehouse. 
Unj t. . Total 
Oost Cost 
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Pu_roh~se ·speoifications: January, 1959 to January, 1960 
Pwnps 
Item °'ua.ntity Description Unit Total 
No. Cost ·Cost 
: 
P-2 12 ea~ Motor overload protector for 1/6-HP, · 110 v, . 
single phase motor, Similar to Bell ·and Gres-
. sett part ivIOT · 108-81f7 .. 
· I 





.? ea. Seal ring assembly, 
· pa.rt Pl-4118B 
Similar to Bell and Grossett 
. •, 
.. 
P-5 ~ ea. Motor coupling load cushion, . Similar to Lovejoy 





ea. Pump body gasket, Similar to and 
· pa.rt PL-1213;5 
; 
Purchase Specification~: January; i959 to . January, i960· 
.Tanks 
~ Item : ~antity Desoript.ion. 
. No. 
2 ea'. 30 . gallon., ~ !CO Specifications, ;bla~k s1:.~~l, ti·ght 
_head .drum~ Manufactured ·from 16 ·gauge\ m~t.erial · 
in head,;: shell, and bottom, de>~bl(;} seamed, ' rein-
forced at . al:l weida; chime construction·, .;/4 inc~ 
·X 1-1/4 in~h I-.bar· rolling hoops, equipe<lf w.ith 
_one ~/4 inch and" one 2 1noh opening:s 10,c,a~e<i ·in 
same head . and· consisting of; welded flange ·eJld:· 
includ_ing plug and gasket. Ifrt.erlor pla.iri, 
exterior painted blaok4 · · 
To eon.~ruct new reboilero 
Unit., · : Tota.]:'. · 
Co kn.·· ·••Co st 
,. 
. ' . . 
. 
Purchase ·specificatio3:1s:. January, 19?9 to January, 1960· . 
St.ructural Metal . 
Item Quantity Description 
Nos 
SM-}; 100 .ea. 
SM-34 . , ;50: fl • 
s-i1-;5 24 ea. 
Set sr~ws, brass headless slotted, cap point, 1/4 
inch length,. Mo. 6 O. D. 32 threads per' inop. 
Chain, sash, · ~ores item ,-1177t.: 
Anchors, ca.ulld.ng, ';;/8 inch, stores item ;-1.0. 
* st.ores item refers to catalog number of the 
Missouri School of Mine a supply warehouse• 
Unit ·Tota.l'- ·. 
· Cost Cost 
172 -
Purchase Specifications:. January,· · 1959 to · Jariuary, 1960 
Instrumentoa ~trol 
Item Quantity Description 
Noo 
.. 
Thermo- 400 :rt. Thermocouple wire, 20 ga.uge, i_ron constantan 
couple color. ooded, positive lead white, nega.ti ve 
wire lead red • . Double layer. of· .varnish treated 
glass yarn over.ea.eh conductoro Insulated 
oondustors ~arallel and Qovered overall with 
gla SB yarn braid·o 
91;;02 0 
Simila~ to Br.own CQ. No. · 
~i:t, ·Total 
dost Cost. 
- · ·173 ~ 
Purchase Specifications·: . January, 19,?9 to January, 1966 
Instruments, . Analytical 
Item Quantity Description Uri ~.t.. l.1:1 
No. cost 
A-22 250 gm. Chromo~orb-W, reguaar grade, ·60.- 80 mesh, 


















Methanol, 55-gallon drums, over 9oft pure.-
-Trichloroethylene, Similar to. Commercial Solvents 
No._ 1<29;2 
Paint, Blackboard fi~1ish, Stores item 7-20*. 
; qta Paint, Flat enamel, Similar to Hound City 
No. 4759 Asparagus, St.ores item 7-2; 
1 ·ea. · Rotometer tube, tapered, Similar ~o Brooks· Tru-
taper, tube size R-6M-127-l, for Brooks Mag/Nu/ 
Mo.tic flow ·transmitter. To replace broken· twbe. 
20 in. Teflon rod, 7 /8 inch diameter 
* stores item refers to catalogue number ·of : 
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9.· Blacl<, K. M., J. Kosl?v,· .a~d J. D~ Moore: Design and 
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